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Abstract

Concurrency is an essential part of many modern large-scale software systems. Applications
must handle millions of simultaneous requests from millions of connected devices. Handling
such a large number of concurrent requests requires runtime systems that efficiently man-
age concurrency and communication among tasks in an application across multiple cores.
Existing low-level programming techniques provide scalable solutions with low overhead,
but require non-linear control flow. Alternative approaches to concurrent programming,
such as Erlang and Go, support linear control flow by mapping multiple user-level execution
entities across multiple kernel threads (M:N threading). However, these systems provide
comprehensive execution environments that make it difficult to assess the performance
impact of user-level runtimes in isolation.

This thesis presents a nimble M:N user-level threading runtime that closes this con-
ceptual gap and provides a software infrastructure to precisely study the performance
impact of user-level threading. Multiple design alternatives are presented and evaluated
for scheduling, I/O multiplexing, and synchronization components of the runtime. The
performance of the runtime is evaluated in comparison to event-driven software, system-
level threading, and other user-level threading runtimes. An experimental evaluation is
conducted using benchmark programs, as well as the popular Memcached application.
The user-level runtime supports high levels of concurrency without sacrificing application
performance. In addition, the user-level scheduling problem is studied in the context of
an existing actor runtime that maps multiple actors to multiple kernel-level threads. In
particular, two locality-aware work-stealing schedulers are proposed and evaluated. It is
shown that locality-aware scheduling can significantly improve the performance of a class
of applications with a high level of concurrency. In general, the performance and resource
utilization of large-scale concurrent applications depends on the level of concurrency that
can be expressed by the programming model. This fundamental effect is studied by refining
and customizing existing concurrency models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Concurrency is an essential part of many modern large-scale software systems with the
rise of many-core and distributed platforms. Applications must handle millions of simul-
taneous requests from millions of connected devices. Each request is comprised of one or
multiple operations that often lead to creating more concurrency. Efficient handling of
such a large number of concurrent requests demands proper distribution of tasks among
cores of a machine. Such requirements encourage the use of programming models and
runtime systems that efficiently manage concurrency and communication among tasks in
an application. Event-based, thread-based, and actor programming are among the main
programming models that support large-scale concurrent applications.

As systems evolve from handling tens of thousands of connections [107] to handling
tens of millions of connections [81] on a single machine, creating high-performance concur-
rent runtime systems becomes crucial. On the other hand, due to the recent breakdown
of Dennard scaling [31] modern computer chips utilize multi-core processors, rather than
increasing frequency, to improve performance. Therefore, further application performance
improvement has to come from exploiting parallelism by using multiple threads of exe-
cution. Hence, modern runtime systems need to be scalable across many cores to take
advantage of modern computer chips. Programming models provide the semantics for pro-
ducing concurrent software, but the performance and scalability of concurrent programs
are determined by the runtime system.

The formulation of the C10K problem [107], which addresses the inability of servers to
scale beyond ten thousand clients at the time, has encouraged the adoption of event-based
programming in the absence of scalable user-level threads [213]. Fully event-based runtime
systems are single threaded and exploit non-blocking I/O operations to efficiently serve tens
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of thousands of connections on a single core. These systems only add a thin layer on top of
the kernel and have very low overhead for handling I/O-bound workloads. However, event
programming requires explicit capturing of state and has a non-linear control flow that
adds to the complexity of developing applications. Furthermore, any blocking operation,
such as blocking I/O operations, can block the single thread of execution and pause the
application. To address this problem, simple hybrid thread/event solutions use delegation
to execute blocking operations in background threads [133, 161, 206].

Modern servers are expected to handle ten million simultaneous connections (C10M [81]),
which is only possible through utilizing multiple cores. This in turn requires exploiting mul-
tiple threads of execution. Since fully event-based systems are single-threaded and, even
twenty years after the formulation of the C10K problem, there is still no highly scalable and
low-overhead thread runtime, event-based solutions are combined with threading to sup-
port large-scale concurrency. A simple variant (N-copy) does not support shared mutable
state, while more complex hybrid solutions that share memory among threads require a mix
of event and thread programming. These approaches do not provide proper load-balancing
or fine-grained control over the executing threads. Most importantly, hybrid thread/event
systems must address the complexities of both event and thread programming at the same
time. Thus, developing applications becomes even more difficult.

These shortcomings provide the motivation to build more efficient runtime systems that
have support for concurrency and implicit state capture for simpler application develop-
ment. Such systems should also provide flexible load-management, transparent scalability,
and support concurrent execution of both CPU-bound and I/O-bound tasks over many
cores. Kernel-level runtime systems have relatively high overhead in handling concurrency,
since the operating system must provide fairness and protection at the kernel level. On
the other hand, user-level runtime systems have lower overhead with the assumption that
scheduling tasks within a single application does not require protection and fairness at
the application level. Thus, switching among user-level tasks is relatively cheaper be-
cause switching between user-level entities that store state does not involve the kernel.
Fine-grained multi-threading, where multiple user-level threads are mapped to multiple
kernel threads, provides a promising alternative for high performance and scalable runtime
systems with implicit state capture.

1.1 Thesis Statement

The main thesis of this work is showing that it is possible to build an efficient, low-overhead,
and scalable user-level runtime system for handling large-scale concurrency. The user-level
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runtime presented in this thesis is a nimble cooperative user-threading library providing
a proving ground for testing and evaluating different algorithms and data structures for
scalable multi-core scheduling and I/O demultiplexing. This runtime provides a blocking
threading abstraction with extremely low runtime-overhead and has been compared to the
fastest runtime systems currently on the market [201]. The library is written in C++ but
strives to be a bare-bones threading-library to prevent conflating language features with
pure runtime-performance. The goal is to precisely understand the cause and effect of
performance changes to gain true insight into runtime alternatives and their benefit with
respect to specific workloads.

Chapter 2 provides some background on user-level runtimes and studies existing user-
level threading runtimes. The central thesis is substantiated and investigated using a
software prototype for a user-level threading runtime described system in Chapter 3. The
investigation is broken down into three components that form the typical bottlenecks of
a user-level runtime: scheduling, synchronization, and I/O handling. The runtime and
its different components are evaluated in Chapter 4. As an extension of this work, a
locality-aware work stealing scheduler for user-level runtimes based on the actor model is
proposed and evaluated in Chapter 5. The performance and resource utilization of large-
scale concurrent applications depends on the level of concurrency that can be expressed by
the programming model. This fundamental effect is studied by refining and customizing
existing concurrency models in Chapter 6.

1.2 Main Results

Building a low-overhead user-level runtime requires design, implementation, and optimiza-
tion of different components of the runtime. This thesis studies different design alternatives
for each component and the key findings and contributions are listed below.

A simple multi-queue scheduler with work-stealing for a user-level threading runtime is
presented, which is sufficient to achieve good resource utilization. This scheduler is evalu-
ated across different scenarios and is shown to have minimal overhead for the, sometimes
very short, user-level thread invocations. In addition, two locality-aware work-stealing
schedulers are proposed and evaluated for actor runtimes. It is shown that a locality-aware
scheduler significantly improves the performance of actor-based applications for some work-
loads.

A flat and a hierarchical design alternative are presented for I/O polling and it is shown
that offloading blocking polling to a separate system thread allows for a very simple im-

3



plementation with good performance and effective thread-idle management. Both designs
require no configuration and are shown to have good performance across different scenarios.

This thesis also explores synchronization primitives that block at the user-level. While
this subject has been studied in the literature, this thesis confirms that any mutex design
with barging is largely sufficient for real applications. In summary, the thesis delivers an
existence proof for low-overhead user-level concurrency by demonstrating performance that
is unprecedented in the literature for openly available software.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Multicore Processors

Modern computers utilize multicore processors to increase computing performance, since
the breakdown of Dennard scaling [31] makes substantial increases of clock frequencies
unlikely and because the depth and complexity of instruction pipelines have also reached
a breaking point [14]. Among these architectures, Chip Multicore Processor (CMP) has
emerged as the dominant architecture choice for modern general-purpose computing plat-
forms. CMP architecture introduces a new set of challenges both for software programmers
and hardware designers. Using many cores on the same chip rather than on a single high-
frequency Central Processing Unit (CPU) means software programmers can not benefit
from serial performance improvements anymore [192]. Future increases in performance
need to come from parallel computing through exploiting multiple threads of execution.
This transition means that programming languages, compilers, operating systems, and soft-
ware development tools need to evolve to adopt the new trend of hardware design. These
topics have been addressed in the 1990s by the advent of Symmetric Multi-Processors
(SMP), but CMP and new architecture designs introduce new challenges.

The hardware architecture substantially affects parallel application performance [93],
and therefore various chip designs have been developed to address the needs of different
applications. These designs differ in internal circuitry of processors, number of processors,
arrangement of processors and memory modules in an architecture, the communication
mechanism among the processors and between the processors and memory modules, num-
ber of instruction and data streams, nature of memory connections with the processors,
nature and types of interconnection among the processors, and program overlapping [207].
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CMP architectures are classified into two major categories based on their memory
arrangement:

• Shared-memory multiprocessor: Multiple processors share a common memory unit
consists of single or multiple memory modules. The communication among processors
is established through writing to and reading from the shared memory. Both sequen-
tial applications and parallel applications can be executed over the shared memory
architecture. However, concurrent access to the same memory location should be
coordinated through a proper parallel or concurrent programming model which is
discussed further in Section 2.2. In addition, when all processors try to access the
global memory at the same time, this creates a bottleneck that limits the scalability
of the system. To address this problem large shared memory systems have some form
of hierarchical or distributed memory structure.

• Distributed-memory multiprocessor: This architecture consists of multiple units that
each is a complete computer building block including a processor, memory and I/O
systems. Each processor can only access its local memory unit and communication
among processors is established through direct I/O operations. Although direct
processor-to-processor communication adds overhead but this design does not suffer
from the same bottleneck problem as shared-memory architectures. However, as
the number of processors increases, it becomes impractical to directly connect all
processors to each other.

The shared-memory multiprocessor is the most commonly used architecture among mul-
tiprocessors. Shared memory designs are grouped in two levels of symmetry. In Uniform
Memory Access (UMA) architectures, all processing units share the same main memory
and I/O facilities. These processors are connected by a bus-based interconnection such that
the memory access time is approximately the same for all the processor units. However,
hardware scaling limitations have led to the emergence of Non-Uniform Memory Access
(NUMA) multi-chip platforms [65] as a trade-off between low-latency and symmetric mem-
ory access.

Contemporary large-scale shared-memory computer systems are built using NUMA
hardware where each processor chip has direct access to a part of the overall system mem-
ory, while access to the remaining remote memory (which is local to other processor chips)
is routed through a slower interconnect [141]. A NUMA architecture introduces additional
challenges for programmers to avoid high latency due to remote NUMA node memory
access and at the same time avert increasing contention over the resources on the local
chip [129, 26].
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The difference between CPU frequency and the frequency of the memory bus causes the
performance of main memory to lag behind the CPU performance. One solution to narrow
the gap between memory and CPU is to have a small amount of high-speed cache memory
in addition to a large amount of slower main memory. The faster layer acts as a cache for
the slow main memory and a temporary store for the data that is used by the processor.
As the speed difference between cache and main memory increases, there is a need to add
another level of slower and bigger cache between the first level and main memory. Today,
there are systems that have up to four levels of cache.

CPU caches help to improve the performance because of locality of references : both
spatial and temporal. Spatial locality indicates data or code residing in close storage
locations is referenced in a short period of time. Temporal Locality indicates the same
code or data is reused in a short time period. Temporal locality is a special case of the
spatial locality, in other words, when the prospective location is identical to the present
location.

Depending on the cache level, the difference between memory and cache access latency
can be between 4 to 10 times [169, 194]. This difference shows that the performance penalty
of cache misses at various levels is very high, and programmers should try to improve cache
locality and increase the cache hit-rate in programs to avoid these penalties and improve
the overall performance.

In addition, when a core accesses a memory location on a remote NUMA node, it
requires communication across one or multiple interconnects. The associated cost of such
communication is called the “NUMA factor”. The NUMA factor represents the ratio
between remote latency and local latency among NUMA nodes. The NUMA factor depends
on the number of interconnects that the core has to communicate across to reach the target
NUMA node. If all nodes are directly connected to each other, the cost of accessing all
remote nodes from cores on a CPU is the same. Otherwise, the cost of accessing different
NUMA nodes varies.

Although NUMA improves scalability, the negative effect of resource contention is still
significant [227, 26]. Another issue is related to increased overhead of inter-processor
thread migrations– i.e., a thread allocates memory on one node and migrates to another
processor attached to a different NUMA node where accessing the original memory has
higher latency [26, 123]. To avoid inter-process thread migrations it is possible to set
processor affinity for each thread [149]. However, this limits the scheduler options and in
some cases it can further hurt the performance. Therefore, effective scheduling algorithms
are required to avoid such performance issues [109].

Clearly, with remote memory, the efficiency of the CPU caching hierarchy becomes
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even more important. However, CPU caches are shared among cores with the particular
nature of sharing depending on the particulars of the hardware architecture. Moreover,
applications that employ user-level scheduling add to the complexity of the problem, as
the Operating System (OS) does not know about the details of tasks and kernel-level
scheduling loses its efficiency. Therefore, new scheduling algorithms are proposed that are
aware of the memory hierarchy and shared resources to exploit cache and memory locality
and minimize overhead [224, 84, 140, 72, 147, 228, 188].

2.2 Concurrent and Parallel Programming Models

Parallel programming is used to exploit multiple processing elements within a single ma-
chine. Parallel programming is substantially more difficult than sequential programming
due to the added complexity of the coordination aspects [153, 193, 175], i.e., how the com-
putation is decomposed, mapped to, communicated among, and synchronized across the
available processing elements.

Concurrency is used in many contexts to provide responsiveness, fault tolerance, exploit
parallelism, and making software more efficient. Concurrency is widely used in network
servers, high performance computing, databases, big data, and many more areas. One
of the popular applications of concurrency is network servers where an application has to
handle many concurrent connections. Such applications exploit single or multiple threads
of execution to receive, process, and respond to concurrent requests coming from many
clients. Although all aspects of concurrent software are discussed in this thesis, the focus
is placed on the network applications that handle many concurrent requests. Hence, the
models presented here are mainly studied from the point of view of such applications.

Concurrent programming models determine the type of task abstraction, method of
synchronization and communication among tasks, and method of state capture. Each
model uses a different form of abstraction to represent tasks, such as, threads, events, and
actors. Each model determines how tasks can communicate and coordinate using either the
shared-memory model or message-passing model. Tasks communicate through accessing
some shared memory location. If a memory location is not shared and is not being accessed
by other tasks, there is no need for coordination. Furthermore, if the memory location is
shared but is immutable, i.e., the state cannot be modified after it is created, there is
no need for coordinating accesses among tasks. Therefore, tasks only have to coordinate
access to shared mutable memory locations to guarantee correctness.

When a task is blocked, its state must be captured to be restored later when it is
unblocked. Depending on the model, state capture is either explicit and performed by the
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application, or implicit and is performed by the runtime through a form of continuation,
such as a task’s private stack.

Each model provides either a synchronous or an asynchronous programming interface.
With a synchronous programming interface, code is executed sequentially from top to
bottom, except for conditionals and function calls. Blocking or busy waiting is used to
wait for external events, such as the network and disk I/O, to keep the order of execu-
tion sequential. For instance, each thread in thread-programming provides a synchronous
programming interface.

Alternatively, with asynchronous programming, part of the code is not executed se-
quentially. In order to wait for an external event, the program sends a request to the
external source and keeps processing other work. The program detects when the result of
the request is ready by receiving an interrupt or through periodical polling. State capture
is done explicitly through a callback function that is registered when the requests is sent.
When the result of the request is ready, the callback function is used to restore state and
handle the result.

Asynchronous programming with explicit state capture is considered to be hard, as
raising requests from within another request can cause heavy chaining of callbacks, which
is referred to as “delayed GOTO” [86]. Asynchronous programming creates error-prone
and difficult to extend code that is hard to read and follow. Furthermore, if state transfer
to another part of the code is necessary, state must be explicitly saved and resumed later,
which is known as stack ripping [6]. Some languages provide closures or continuations to
address this issue, but it remains a problem for low-level languages such as C. Event-based
programming provides an asynchronous programming interface and requires explicit state
capture by the application.

For instance, using a synchronous model of programming for interacting with nanosecond-
and millisecond-scale devices is claimed to be easier than the asynchronous model [23]. It
is argued that synchronous code is a lot simpler, and therefore easier to write, tune, and de-
bug. The benefits are further amplified at scale where synchronous programming provides
a simple and consistent Application Programming Interface (API) across various program-
ming languages and therefore improves development productivity. In addition, synchronous
programming takes away the burden of managing asynchronous requests from the program-
mer to the operating system or runtime and makes the code significantly simpler.

Ultimately, if performance is not an issue, programming models that support a syn-
chronous programming interface and implicit state capture are more desired. Unlike event-
based systems, a thread programming model satisfies these requirements. However, there
has been no serious recent effort to study the performance of fine-grained multi-threading
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for network servers on modern multi-core hardware. Hence, one of the objectives of this the-
sis is to identify performance bottlenecks and build a low-overhead and high performance
threading library for handling large concurrency. Thread programming, event program-
ming, and the actor model are now discussed in detail.

2.2.1 Thread Programming

Originally, threads were introduced to replace processes in UNIX systems to provide multi-
path execution without the expense of inter-process communication to express concur-
rency [135]. Creating multiple processes adds substantial overhead due to the large amount
of resources that each process requires. Furthermore, UNIX systems do not provide an ap-
propriate way of sharing resources such as network connections among processes. There-
fore, the thread abstraction was introduced as a single computational unit that runs within
a process address space and shares resources with other threads in the same address space.

Threads are the natural extension of the dominant sequential programming style for
providing concurrency in most programming languages [213, 214, 86]. Threads allow the
developer to focus on sequential steps of the operation while developing concurrent code.
Each thread has its own stack where it manages its state. Threads provide a simple and
powerful abstraction when tasks are mostly isolated and only share a limited amount of
state.

Threads can communicate by using the shared memory or message passing model. The
shared memory model is the most common model used in thread programming. The most
well-known drawback of using threads with the shared memory model [150] is the difficulty
of developing correct concurrent code. As soon as there is state sharing among multiple
threads, coordination and synchronization become imperative. Sharing requires usage of
mutual-exclusion locks, which can cause deadlocks. Choosing the right lock granularity is
another problem; coarse locks slow down concurrent code and too fine locks increase the
danger of deadlocks. Moreover, given two thread-safe components, combining them does
not always guarantee a new thread-safe component.

Threads are used to realize concurrency, as an organizational tool, and to exploit mul-
tiple processors. The OS kernel provides system concurrency through kernel-level threads
and multiplexes them over multiple processors. These threads can be used to realize
concurrency or provide parallelism. User-level thread libraries provide user concurrency
through user-level threads, which are not recognized by the kernel, and require scheduling
and management in user space. These threads cannot be used to support parallelism, but
provide a more natural programming model for concurrency.
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Kernel threads are scheduled by the operating system, usually using a preemptive
scheduler. Hence, when a kernel thread does a context switch it needs to issue a system
call. Furthermore, switching the context of kernel-level threads happens via a system call.
Each system call requires switching from user-space to kernel-space, perform the context
switch, and switch back to user-space. Therefore the context switch is relatively expensive
and causes flushing of the user-space pipeline, saving a few registers onto the kernel stack,
and changing the protection domain. The total round-trip time for entering and leaving
the kernel space is estimated to be 150 cycles [177]. In addition, the context switch over
head is shown to be noticeable [218]. Creating and joining an OS-level thread involves
significant overhead, especially when the number of threads is more than the number of
physical cores.

In addition, there are other indirect performance costs associated with system calls.
These costs arise from the system-call footprint where processor structures including L1
data and instruction caches, Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB), branch prediction ta-
bles, prefetch buffers, as well as larger unified caches are populated with kernel spe-
cific state. These direct and indirect overhead sources affect user Instruction Per Cycle
(IPC) [177].

Although, kernel-level threads are considered to have large overhead, it is shown in
Chapter 4, if the kernel is tuned properly, the latest version of pthreads in Linux can
be used to handle 500,000 connections simultaneously with relatively high throughput.
Creating and destroying threads are very expensive, but as long as a thread-pool is used to
serve connections, performance is not affected. In addition, since these workloads rely on
many system calls to interact with the network, these tasks are relatively coarse grained
so the overhead of system calls used for context switches does not affect the performance
significantly as this cost does not dominate the work.

However, for more fine grained tasks the context switch overhead becomes significant.
Moreover, the lack of control over the OS scheduler and details of thread placement might
prevent the application from reaching its scheduling objectives. For instance, handling a
large number of connections using pthreads leads to high variations in the latency, which
is not desired for a network application. Also, kernel threads also consume a large amount
of resources, and creating an application with a very large number of kernel threads can
slow down the application and the whole system.

To address these problems, user-level threads1 are exploited to provide higher levels
of concurrency. Context switches in user-level threads happen in user-space and therefore

1User-level threads are also called, green threads (Java), fibres (Windows), and state threads (state
thread library) [173]
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avoid the complexity and overhead of kernel-level context switches. In addition, this pro-
vides the opportunity to associate user-level threads with fine grained tasks that translates
to smaller stack space and lower memory footprint. In addition, since the scheduler is in
user-space, it provides fine-grained control over scheduling and mapping user-level threads
to processors.

User-level threads are mapped to kernel-level threads to be executed with different
policies: 1:1, N:1, and M:N. 1:1 mapping means one user-level context is mapped to one
kernel-level thread. This mapping is the default in many systems, and there is no duality
between user-level and kernel-level threads.

With N:1 mapping, multiple user-level threads are mapped to a single kernel-level
thread. There is no need for load-balancing as there is only a single kernel-level thread that
is executing the user-level threads. This mapping can only keep a single processor busy and
cannot be used to exploit multiple cores. Scheduling is usually performed cooperatively
among user-level threads, where each user-level thread cooperatively yields to another
user-level thread, or blocks on an event, e.g, network I/O. Since blocking the underlying
kernel thread blocks all user-level threads, blocking operations must not block the kernel-
level. For instance, network I/O operations must not block the underlying kernel thread.
Instead of blocking the kernel thread, user-level threads are blocked waiting for I/O using
non-blocking operations and the runtime transfers the control to another user-level thread.

In order to exploit multiple processors, multiple copies of a process or thread with N:1
mapping can be used, and this variant is called N-copy. However, due to the lack of central
scheduling, a user-level thread cannot move to another kernel thread after it is assigned to
a kernel thread. Hence, load-balancing can become an issue.

M:N mapping multiplexes multiple user-level threads over multiple kernel-level threads.
Kernel-level threads are used to realize parallelism and user-level threads provide additional
concurrency. However, to properly utilize all cores, user-level threads should be distributed
among kernel-level threads. This distribution requires load-balancing and scheduling tech-
niques, which are investigated later in this chapter.

Since the kernel does not have any knowledge about user-level threads, user-level
threads face several problems. For instance, if a kernel thread that is executing a user-level
thread holding a spin lock is preempted by the kernel, other user-level threads might end
up spinning for a long time. In addition, the kernel might preempt a kernel thread that
runs a high-priority user-level thread and replace it by another kernel thread that runs a
lower-priority user-level threads.

Consequently, the scheduler activations [11] was proposed to address these problems.
Scheduler activations provided kernel support for user-level management of parallelism. A
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Scheduler activation is an execution context similar to a kernel thread that can be used
to execute user-level threads. The kernel makes an upcall to inform the user-level thread-
ing library about the events that happened to a scheduler activation, e.g., the scheduler
activation is preempted. The user-level library can make a decision regarding running
the current user-level thread and other user-level threads that were scheduled to run on
the activation. However, this design suffers from scalability and complexity problems and
requires support from the operating system [189].

2.2.2 Event Programming

Event programming is a paradigm where events (e.g., network, keyboard, or mouse events)
trigger the execution of related tasks. Tasks are started when an event happens and finish
running when the task is done. Tasks can trigger new events (therefore triggering the
execution of new tasks) while they are running. Each event is linked to a callback function
that executes the intended task. Event-based applications use a single-threaded event loop
that listens for events and triggers the callback function when an event happens. Event
programming provides an asynchronous programming interface.

Events along with their callback functions represent a task in event-based systems. Us-
ing a single-threaded event loop eases concurrency concerns, and is regarded as a appropri-
ate foundation for high performance servers [150]. Although most event-based applications
are single-threaded, technically, if the event queue is thread-safe it can be shared among
multiple threads, but this remove the main advantage of event-based applications which is
ease of concurrency concerns. By using non-blocking I/O, multiple I/O operations overlap,
thus I/O concurrency does not require CPU concurrency. Callbacks and event handlers can
be used without coordination and synchronization. The execution of callbacks is guaran-
teed to be deterministic, as long as no yielding operation is triggered in the callback. The
application is more aware of the scheduling, and developers can fine-tune the scheduling
based on their application requirements. The event-driven design uses an asynchronous be-
haviour, which makes the differences between I/O operations and CPU-bound operations
obvious.

Moreover, event-based programming is considered to have a low memory footprint.
Events coupled with callback functions and explicit capturing of state, means task memory
footprints can be reduced to the bare minimum. For low-level languages that do not support
closures (such as C), it is developer’s responsibility to explicitly save and restore states.
This responsibility puts an additional burden on the programmer, and makes it hard to
write and debug event-based applications. The control flow of an event-driven program
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is not sequential since the function calls are intertwined and hard to follow, which makes
debugging hard. Conversely, other programming models that rely on implicit capturing of
state usually allocate extra memory space for each task. This additional space might not
be used, e.g., extra stack space in the thread programming model.

In addition, single-threaded event-driven applications are vulnerable to long running
CPU-bound callbacks, blocking operations, or callbacks that are not yielding. These call-
backs can stall the application and increase latency. Even when these applications are
using I/O concurrency, there is no simple solution to take advantage of CPU concurrency
and utilize multiple processors for CPU-bound workloads.

On the other hand, the N-copy variant is widely used to exploit multiple processors.
This approach relies on creating multiple copies of the event-based application, hence,
creating multiple copy of the same process. Each process runs a single-threaded event
loop and occupies a core. However, N-copy does not provide shared mutable state among
processes, so there is no load balancing or fine-grained control over the execution of threads.
Moreover, if multiple threads are used instead of multiple processes, then shared mutable
state requires synchronization primitives, which has the same difficulties as stated in the
thread programming model.

Event-driven network applications are built on asynchronous non-blocking events based
on select, poll, and epoll call semantics. With this model, multiple connections are
multiplexed over a single thread where connections are handled using non-blocking I/O
semantics.

Non-sequential execution can make developing event-based applications very challeng-
ing. A solution to this problem is provided by libasync-smp [226], that tries to take ad-
vantage of multiple processors and asynchronous programming by assigning “colours” to
different callbacks. Callbacks with the same col or must be executed sequentially, but call-
backs with different colours can be executed concurrently. This approach requires reasoning
about the execution flow and labelling callbacks correctly. Event-driven programming by
itself is already difficult due to a complex control flow, and adding additional complexity
can complicate it further. Furthermore, there are other solutions to address this problem
using a state machine that avoids the complexities of callbacks, but these solutions cannot
fully solve the problem.

There are several popular frameworks and applications based on event-based program-
ming. libevent [133] replaces the event loop found in event-driven network servers and
provides asynchronous event notification. It currently supports /dev/poll, kqueue(), event
ports, POSIX select(), Windows select(), poll(), and epoll() mechanisms, and exposes an
API that is independent of the underlying event mechanism. Libevent hides the complex-
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ities of the underlying I/O operations. Libevent is designed to be single threaded, but
applications such as Memcached uses an event loop per thread (N-copy) and multiplex the
connections over different threads.

libev [116] is a POSIX only event library and loosely modelled after libevent, but without
its limitations. libev provides timers and better support for event loops to be used in a
multi-threaded applications by avoiding global variables and only use per loop contexts.
However, it does not provide some of the features of libevent such as support for HTTP and
Domain Name Server (DNS) servers, but it can be combined with libeio [115] to implement
those features.

libuv [2] was mainly developed to be used by Node.js [206] by polishing and removing
some of the unnecessary functionalities in libev. Although originally based on libev, libev
is no longer used. Libuv provides support for asynchronous I/O by using a single main
thread that serves connections and a set of background threads to serve file I/O requests.
Node.js is a popular event-based framework for developing web applications. It has been
widely used among developers to provide lightweight application servers to serve thousands
of requests per second with limited resources.

Nginx [161] is a high performance event-based load-balancer, web server, and reverse
proxy. Nginx does not provide multi-threading support but it can be configured to run
multiple copies of the same process.

ULib [183] is an event-driven web server that is among the top performer in TechEmpower
benchmarks [201]. These benchmarks are designed to stress test different frameworks for
creating web server applications. ULib uses an N-copy model to exploit parallelism, by
pre-forking multiple processes where each use an event loop to serve connections. ULib
is written in C++ and provides a modular design to add and remove routes based on pre-
compiled shared libraries.

Memcached [62] implements a high-performance, distributed key-value memory object
caching system. Since threads use shared memory, access to shared objects must be syn-
chronized among threads. Therefore, Memcached relies on synchronization primitives for
such coordination and uses mutex and condition variables from the pthreads library to
protect objects and perform cleanups.

2.2.3 Actor-Model Programming

The actor model is a general-purpose programming model that provides fault tolerance
and resilience, and facilitates geographical distribution. The actor model uses the message-
passing memory model and can be used with both shared-memory and distributed-memory
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architectures. Since actors do not share mutable state, there is no need for explicit syn-
chronization among actors. This makes actor programs scalable both horizontally and
vertically and provides location transparency. Similar to packet switch networks, program-
mers do not need to deal with the routing of messages and only need to provide the address
of the recipient actor. The runtime is responsible for locating and routing the message to
the recipient actor.

The actor programming model uses the term actor to describe autonomous objects
that communicate asynchronously through messages. Each actor has a unique address
that is used to send messages to that actor, and each actor has a mailbox that is used to
queue and process received messages. Actors do not share state and only communicate
by sending messages to each other. Sending a message is a non-blocking operation and an
actor processes each message in a single atomic step.

Actors may perform three types of action as a result of receiving a message: (1) send
messages to other actors, (2) create new actors, (3) update their local state [7, 8]. Actors
can change their behaviour as a result of updating their local state. In principle, message
processing in a system of actors is non-deterministic, because reliable delivery and arrival
order of messages are not guaranteed. This non-deterministic nature of actors makes it
hard to predict their behaviour based on static compile-time analysis or dynamic analysis
at runtime.

In addition, some implementations of the actor model, such as, Erlang [212] and
AKKA [32] provide fault tolerance concurrency. Fault tolerance is only possible through a
managed language such as Erlang or Java where failed actor can be isolated and restarted.
The fault tolerance in such environments is oppose to exception and error handling and
provides an additional safety net to protect the application from bad behaviour of a single
actor.

De Koster et al. [58] classify actor languages into four major paradigms: Classic Actors,
Active Objects, Processes, and Communicating Event-Loops. Akka [32] is an example for
a classic actor model based on Agha’s work [7, 8]. An active object has a single entry point
that defines a fixed interface of messages that are understood. Changes to the state of
an actor can be done imperatively and isolation is guaranteed by sending passive objects
between active objects by copy. Orleans [25] and SALSA [211] implement the active object
model. Erlang [12] models actors as processes that run from start to completion. Processes
have a single entry point with a flexible interface that can change by evaluating different
receive expressions over time. Communicating event-loops defines a type of actor with
multiple points of entry by using a combination of object heap, event queue, and an event
loop.
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The actor model is gaining popularity due to the increasing need for scalable and
distributed applications. However, developing actor-based applications can be confusing
and hard for programmers. For instance, Tasharofi et al. [197] demonstrates that many
programmers use other concurrency models (such as, locks and condition variables) along
with message passing to address concurrency issues. The problem results from weaknesses
in actor library implementations and shortcomings of the actor model itself.

In addition, the size of messages and the additional internal synchronization required
to send messages can affect performance and latency of applications. Messages are copied
so they are never shared state. Hence, there is no reason to make the messages immutable
from a concurrency perspective, unless the message contains pointers to shared state. An
actor system can only work if messages are logically copied.

Moreover, there are other problems with the actor model that makes it suitable only for
a specific range of applications [127]. The actor model has no direct notion of inheritance
or hierarchy, which makes it confusing to develop applications that require this structure.
The decision of where to store and execute newly created actors is important to overall
performance. Unbounded mailboxes require some form of infinite stack or pointer structure
which is not available on all systems. Since messages do not arrive in order, it may cause
problems under certain circumstances (e.g., manipulating stack-like structures). If an
actor requires a reply from another actor, it must stop and wait for the reply to keep
atomic processing of messages in tact and therefore it cannot process other messages. The
implementation details to support this feature varies among different frameworks, some
frameworks block the underlying kernel-level thread and others block the user-level actor.

2.2.4 Other Programming Models

There are other concurrency programming models that are not the main subject of this
thesis. However, since some of these models are interesting, a brief description of each
model is presented.

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [97] is a formal language for concurrent
systems that is based on message passing via channels. CSP is widely used as a tool for
specifying and verifying the concurrent aspects of systems. However, it also influenced the
design of some programming languages such as Occam [41], Golang [79], and RaftLib [24].

CSP is different from actor model because CSP processes are anonymous, while actor
processes have identities. Moreover, in CSP, message passing is synchronous so the sender
process cannot transmit the message until the receiver is ready to accept it. However,
message passing in actor systems is asynchronous so it is entirely decoupled between a
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sender and receiver. This difference makes actors much more independent and therefore
more suitable to run in a distributed environment.

Functional programming, in contrast to imperative programming, models computation
as the evaluation of mathematical functions instead of a sequence of statements that change
state when executed. Mathematical functions in functional programming are side-effect
free, i.e., these functions only add new state in a local context. In other words, operations
in a function does not modify the state of contexts outside of that function. Functional
programming languages are usually less efficient than imperative languages when it comes
to CPU and memory usage. Functional programs are mostly used in academia but not
widely used in industry. However, functional languages such as Erlang, that combine the
actor model with functional programming, are gaining popularity.

Moreover, there are other approaches that combine thread-based and event-based pro-
gramming models to avoid their flaws and benefit from their advantages. Staged Event-
Driven Architecture (SEDA) [220] is a design for highly concurrent internet services. It
is an attempt to support massive concurrency demands by combining thread and event-
driven programming models. The authors argue that thread programming is expensive due
to context switch overhead and memory footprint, and cannot support concurrency when
the loads are high. They also argue that event-driven programming is very challenging for
the application developer, and it is hard to schedule and order events. SEDA, on the other
hand, breaks the program into different stages, where each stage has its own thread pool,
event queue, event handler and controllers.

SEDA employs various queueing techniques by handling the load on event queues at
each stage. SEDA also facilitates debugging and performance analysis of services. Each
stage comes with a set of resource controller tools, which automatically adapt the resource
usage of that stage based on observed performance and demand: a thread-pool controller
and a batching controller. The thread pool controller controls the number of threads in
each stage, and the batching controller adjusts the number of events processed by each
invocation of the event handler within a stage. SEDA is based on Sandstorm, and imple-
mented in JAVA, and it uses non-blocking socket I/O.

The SEDA author later states [219] that having multiple stages causes multiple context
switches by passing through various thread pools, and potentially long queueing at busy
stages. These problems can lead to poor cache behaviour and increases the response time.
One possible solution is to assign multiple stages to the same thread pool, and only context
switch when there is I/O or non-deterministic runtime. Capriccio [214] was an effort to port
SEDA to C, where a user-level thread library is used to avoid extensive context switches
by using cooperative scheduling.
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Li and Zdancewic [121] combine events and threads for massive concurrent network ap-
plications using monads in Haskell. Their hybrid model takes advantage of an event-driven
system to handle asynchronous I/O using non-blocking interfaces, while using thread pools
to perform synchronous, blocking operations. Unlike pure user-level threading systems, the
scheduler is not hidden from the programmer, providing an event-driven model to interact
with asynchronous I/O interfaces. Haskell monads are used to provide an abstraction over
continuation passing and thread interfaces, so programmers interact with a synchronous
thread-like interface. Multiple threads can be executed with each running an event loop,
and scheduling of events is delegated to the user. This framework supports epoll and
The POSIX Asynchronous I/O (AIO) to interact with network interfaces and process disk
accesses in the background.

2.3 User-level Runtime Systems

Although programming models determine the characteristics of concurrent applications,
the efficiency and performance of an application is highly dependent on the implementation
of the runtime system. The runtime is responsible for efficient multiplexing of tasks (user-
level entities) over kernel-level threads and assigning kernel threads to processors. Also,
the runtime is in charge of properly balancing the load among kernel threads for efficient
resource utilization and improving cache locality. In addition, the runtime interacts with
I/O devices, such as, the network and file system. The runtime also provides synchroniza-
tion primitives or proper tools to enforce the requirements defined by the programming
model, e.g., mailboxes for actor model, channels for CSP, and mutex locks and condition
variables for thread programming.

Finally, the runtime must provide I/O event demultiplexer and scheduling, which are
both discussed in the following subsections. The runtime is responsible for making sure
the application meets its various objectives such as low latency, high throughput, fairness,
and efficient utilization of resources.

In addition, the user-level runtime provides both low level and high level services to
help the programmers reach their objectives. The low level services include interfacing
processors and peripherals, memory loading, synchronization primitives, etc. Higher level
functions include debugging, code generation, and optimization services. This thesis is
studying the low level services of user-level runtime systems, such as interacting with I/O
devices and scheduling tasks across multiple cores.
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2.3.1 I/O

Since the focus of this thesis is large-scale high-performance server applications, dealing
with I/O overhead in the user-level runtime becomes an important factor. Such applications
are I/O bound and reading from and writing to sockets and files are performed frequently.
Hence, masking I/O delay is necessary to achieve good performance in a large-scale network
server.

In this section, user-space interfaces to interact with I/O are classified by three different
models and each model is studied in relation to user-level runtime systems. The models
presented here are analyzed based on Linux, but the same concepts apply to FreeBSD. The
system call interface for both Linux and FreeBSD is reviewed.

I/O interfaces are classified based on whether the interface is synchronous, asynchronous,
blocking, or non-blocking. Completing an I/O operation synchronously means the entire
path for handling an I/O request stays withing the context of the task that initiated the
I/O operation. On the other hand, asynchronous I/O means part of the path to check the
readiness of file descriptors is delegated to another thread or task. Blocking I/O means the
task or thread running the I/O operation is blocked immediately or sometime in the future
waiting for I/O. In contrast, non-blocking I/O means no user thread or task is blocked
waiting for I/O.

Hence, there are three models based on the criteria above: (1) Synchronous Blocking,
(2) Synchronous Non-blocking, and (3) Asynchronous. These models are discussed respec-
tively in the following. It is important to note that these are high level models describing
application I/O as a whole, and are different from individual I/O system calls. For exam-
ple, even when read system calls are non-blocking, the application I/O model is considered
blocking if the application has to block on polling for events.

I/O Interfaces

Synchronous Blocking I/O

In this model, a user program issues a system call to perform I/O, which causes a
context switch to kernel space and the application blocks until the action is completed by
the kernel. Blocking means the application (thread) does not consume CPU cycles, and
another thread can take over the processor. When the kernel receives the system call, it
initiates I/O activity on behalf of the user program. As soon as the response arrives from
the device, the kernel moves the data to a user-space buffer and the application unblocks.
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This model is the most common and well understood model. It works well with multi-
threaded applications where I/O can be multiplexed among kernel-level threads. Hence,
while one thread blocks on a system call, other threads take over the CPU and run. For
example, the Apache web server [71] uses synchronous blocking I/O by default.

In addition, this model provides a nice sequential programming interface to program-
mers. Programmers do not need to worry about when the result of the I/O call is ready
and masking I/O delay is done automatically by the kernel through switching the context
to another thread.

Synchronous blocking can be used in the user-level, where a user-level thread is blocked
on I/O and the runtime is responsible for polling the I/O devices and notifying the user-
level thread when an event is triggered. The user-level runtime interface provides a wrapper
around the system call and the programmer does not directly issue a system call for I/O
operations.

Synchronous Non-Blocking I/O

In this model, instead of blocking and waiting for the I/O to be completed, the I/O
system call returns immediately. For instance, if an application is interacting with network
I/O through connections, if the I/O operation cannot be completed, an error code is
returned. Thus, the application has to poll the kernel until the connection is ready.

This model is less efficient than synchronous blocking model since polling the kernel
requires repeating the system call, and in many cases the application must busy-wait until
the connection becomes ready. Busy-waiting translates to wasting CPU cycles and other
processes or threads cannot use the CPU. Moreover, if the application does not busy-wait
and attempts to do other work while waiting for the connection to become ready, it can
introduce additional I/O latency or lead to starvation. For instance, if the system is under
heavy load, polling for the readiness of a connection might never happen and the connection
starves.

Furthermore, with this method, the programmer has to be aware of the underlying
mechanisms, and needs to keep track of failed operations and ensure each I/O operation
is polled frequently enough to avoid long latency. Also, when it comes to network I/O,
this method is only efficient with active connections. When there are idle connections
the overhead of unnecessary polling can increase significantly and the extra work required
to keep track of all idle connections by the programmer renders this approach unusable.
Due to the above problems, this approach is not being used widely in large-scale server
applications.

Essentially, when this model is used along with busy-waiting, the application is blocking
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the execution of the current kernel-level thread until the result is ready. Therefore, busy-
waiting turns this model to a less efficient version of the synchronous blocking model.

Asynchronous I/O

This model uses non-blocking system calls for I/O operations, but a task can delegate
the polling of devices to another task or thread. Multiple tasks pass multiple file descriptors
to the kernel and one or more tasks poll the status of all file descriptors at once. This
approach is more efficient than polling each file descriptor individually.

Moreover, this model makes it possible to multiplex multiple file descriptors over a
single kernel-level thread. Since I/O operations are non-blocking, if the file descriptor is
not ready, the thread switches to another file descriptor or performs other computations.
Polling is batched and is done by a thread asynchronously.

In Linux, this model can be implemented by using select, poll, or epoll system calls
along with non-blocking I/O operations. These system calls provide an event notification
interface that can be used to register file descriptors and receive the readiness notifications
through polling.

Furthermore, interrupts can be used in lieu of polling to deliver readiness notifications
to the application. For instance, the Linux AIO library supports only asynchronous access
to disks through interrupts. Capriccio [214] uses this model to provide a blocking I/O
abstraction on top of asynchronous calls.

I/O Polling

Blocking user-level entities along with I/O polling is used to provide synchronous blocking
interface in user-level threading runtimes. Polling I/O devices requires support from the
operating system. Linux and FreeBSD both support select and poll polling mechanisms.
epoll is only supported by Linux and kqueue is only supported by FreeBSD.

select and poll accept multiple sets of file descriptors marked for read or write or
exceptions. Developers have to initialize and fill up these sets with the file descriptors that
require monitoring. When the system call is issued, these sets are copied to kernel-space.
If data is ready to be read or a buffer is available for write, the kernel updates the internal
status of the corresponding file descriptor. The application then has to read the sets and
iterate through them to find the ones that are ready and use them for further processing.
There are various problems with both select and pollthat are listed in [225, 4].

The interfaces of select and poll are stateless and they both handle file descriptors in
a linear way that depends on the number of file descriptors. Banga et al. [225] suggested a
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new stateful event-delivery mechanism that allows the application to register interest in one
or more sources of events, and to efficiently dequeue new events. The suggested approach
is independent of the number of file descriptors and therefore scales better. Instead of
providing the entire set of file descriptors during each system call, the kernel internally
maintains the set and provides an API to add, remove, or modify file descriptors. The
application declares interest in a file descriptor using a system call and the kernel updates
the file descriptor set internally. The application can get new events from the kernel by
calling another system call, which returns a list of file descriptors that triggered an event.

Therefore, each event is registered individually with the kernel, and the kernel only
returns the set of ready file descriptors when the applications polls for notifications. Hence,
the application does not have to iterate through all file descriptor and find the ready ones
every time. Also, registering and deregistering file descriptors does not translate to iterating
through all file descriptor and register/deregister their callbacks inside the kernel. This
work inspired Linux and FreeBSD to come up with their own implementations, epoll and
kqueue respectively. Both of these approaches are exclusive to their operating systems and
therefore not portable.

epoll is the latest polling method in Linux [124] that provides a stateful and scalable
solution for I/O polling. It also allows attaching additional context to each monitored
event, e.g., a pointer to the object that should handle the notification, and therefore saves
one additional lookup. Moreover, epoll allows adding and removing file descriptors, or
modifying their events, even when another thread is blocked in epoll wait. These capabil-
ities provide additional flexibility and improves the interface over poll and select that
do not support this feature. Furthermore, since the kernel has a list of all monitored file
descriptors, it allows the kernel to register events on them, even when the application is
not polling for notifications.

Nevertheless, epoll does not have a great performance advantage over poll or select
when the number of connections are small, or connections do not have a long lifetime, since
epoll requires one additional system call to add descriptors to the epoll set in comparison
with poll. Choosing between select, poll, and epoll depends on the type of the ap-
plication, number of connections, and duration of each connection. epoll plays very well
with multi-threaded applications that handle large number of relatively long connections.

L. Gammo et al. [75] compare the performance of epoll, poll, and select using
µserver [35]. The HTTP server is subjected to a variety of workloads and it is shown that
select and poll mechanisms perform comparably well in the absence of idle connections.
But introducing idle connections results in dramatic performance degradation when using
select and poll, while not noticeably affecting the performance when using epoll.
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epoll supports two triggering modes: level-triggered and Edge Triggered (ET). Level-
triggered mode is the default mode and is similar to how select and poll deliver notifica-
tions. In this mode, as soon as the file descriptor state changes from ‘not ready’ to ‘ready’,
epoll delivers a notification. As long as the state stays in ‘ready’ mode, epoll keeps
delivering a notification for the file descriptor every time the network is polled. However,
using poll or select this is a simple bitmask operation done entirely in user-space.

In level-triggered mode, changing the event flags, e.g., from write to read, requires issu-
ing a system call on all the file descriptors that require the change. epoll does not support
batching of this operation so for a large number of file descriptors this translates to a large
number of system calls. In contrast, in edge-triggered mode the readiness notification is
delivered only once the File Descriptor (FD) is ready. edge-triggered mode is discussed in
more detail in Section 3.4.

Since epoll internally uses a kernel object (the “file description”) instead of directly
using the file descriptor, there can be issues when close() is called on a file descriptor
without removing the underlying file description from the kernel. For instance, calling
dup() on a file descriptor that is registered with epoll and closing the file descriptor
afterwards without removing it from epoll results in epoll delivering notifications for it
forever.

Moreover, it is not possible to remove the file descriptor from epoll anymore since
epoll only removes valid file descriptors. But since the kernel object still exists, epoll
assumes the file descriptor still exits. However, this issue is must be avoided through careful
application design. The programmer has to make sure that close() is always called after
the file descriptor is removed form epoll. Finally, it makes it hard for creating abstractions
on top of epoll, since it is not possible to forbid users from calling the close() themselves.

FreeBSD’s kqueue [118] follows the same concept of having the kernel manage file
descriptors internally for better scalability. Unlike epoll, kqueue makes it possible to
add, remove and update multiple events with a single system call. This approach avoids
the extra overhead that epoll imposes on the application by requiring all events to be
registered individually.

Moreover, in kqueue the file descriptor is removed from the queue whenever the close()
system call is called on it. Therefore, programming applications with kqueue is easier and
the duality problem similar to epoll, as explained above, does not apply to kqueue events.

Furthermore, neither of select, poll, or epoll is designed to work with regular
files (disk I/O). Since all these system calls have an assumption of readiness that assumes
disk files are always ready and do not need to be monitored. In contrast, kqueue provides
support for disk I/O since disk I/O can block when the data is not cached in memory.
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With kqueue an application issues I/O operations on disk files and gets notified when they
are done.

2.3.2 Scheduling

Runtime systems apply broad scheduling strategies to satisfy several objectives, such as
resource utilization, load balancing, fairness, and responsiveness. Each objective enforces
different requirements on the scheduler.

For instance, in a system where responsiveness and fairness is important, such as real-
time systems, preemptive schedulers are employed. Preemptive schedulers assign and take
away the CPU from tasks by giving each task a quantum. The scheduler then preempts
the running task after it uses its assigned quantum. Preemption prevents starvation of
tasks and provides fairness according to the requirements of the application. Moreover,
the application stays responsive as all tasks get a chance to run on the CPU.

However, preemption requires context switches between tasks that can lead to bad
cache locality based on what happens after the context switch. First, if a task running
on a CPU is interrupted and later it is assigned to another CPU, it is possible that the
data has to be fetched from the memory to the local cache of the second CPU. Second,
even if the tasks get to execute on the same processor, other tasks that execute on that
processor can cause the data to be evicted from the local caches. Therefore, when the
interrupted task start executing again, it has to pay a penalty and reload its data from
the main memory. In addition, if the time slice is too short most of the processing power
is consumed by the scheduler, and if it is too long it can affect the responsiveness of the
system.

In contrast, non-preemptive schedulers do not interrupt tasks and once the CPU is
assigned to a task, the task has to voluntarily relinquish the CPU. In other words, tasks
have to cooperate with each other to provide fairness. Therefore, systems that do no have
strict requirements for fairness and responsiveness can benefit from cooperative scheduling
and avoid the overhead of preemptive schedulers. Tasks have more control over when they
context switch and therefore can be scheduled to context switch only when it does not hurt
their cache locality. However, non-cooperative tasks can lead to starvation of other tasks
or cause unfair access to the resources if not programmed correctly.

In some applications, such as High Performance Computing (HPC), and task paral-
lelism frameworks, tasks run to completion and do not block on external events after they
start executing. For instance, in High Performance Computing (HPC) applications where
tasks form a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), child tasks run to completion after they
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Ready Queue

Figure 2.1: Shared Ready Queue

start executing, and parent tasks only block to wait for their children to complete. For
such applications, fairness for individual tasks is not important and the objective is proper
load-balancing and resource utilization along with lowering the overall execution time of
the application. Therefore, cooperation from individual tasks is not necessary and paral-
lelizing and load-balancing strategies play a more important role in improving the overall
performance.

However, in applications such as network servers where fairness is of great importance
to meet latency requirements, cooperation among tasks is required to avoid starvation
of other tasks. For instance, if a task serving a connection does not relinquish the CPU,
other tasks waiting for that CPU starve, which leads to high latency. Therefore, depending
on the requirements of the application, programmers have to make sure their application
provides fairness among tasks. Tasks can either voluntarily yield the CPU to other tasks
or be blocked on an external event, such as I/O events.

Other than fairness and responsiveness, in multiprocessor environments schedulers are
responsible for distributing and load-balancing tasks in order to properly utilize resources
and improve the overall performance. Distributing tasks among processors often requires
the use of single or multiple producer-consumer queues that are shared among processors.
Since these queues are shared among the processors, pushing to and pulling from a queue
must be performed atomically. Hence, mutex locks are often used to protect the queues
and enforce coordination among the processors. In addition, lock-free alternatives can be
used instead of using a mutex lock.

Usually when a producer-consumer queue is used, producers push to the back of the
queue and consumers consume from the front of the queue. Therefore, it is possible to
decouple protecting each end of the queue and thus push and pull operations. Hence, a
queue can be protected using a single mutex lock or two separate locks that protect each
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Ready Queue

Figure 2.2: Shared Ready Queue and Local Queues.

end of the queue. Lock-free alternatives enforce atomicity of pull and push operations
by decoupling them from each other. Decoupling push and pull operations can lower the
overall contention over the locks.

The simplest placement strategy uses a central First In First Out (FIFO) queue, where
all processors push ready tasks to the back of the queue. The queue is polled by all
processors to find work and is protected by a single mutex lock. This design is presented in
Figure 2.1. This design trivially provides excellent resource utilization and load balancing
through work-sharing. However, the resulting contention often turns the shared queue into
a bottleneck. Furthermore, this design does not support certain execution strategies, such
as task to processor affinity.

In order to remove the bottleneck and make the design more scalable, it is possible
for each processor to have a private ready queue. Instead of dequeuing work one by one
from the central FIFO queue, each processor extracts a chunk of the available tasks from
the central queue, which becomes the local queue. This design is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Processors push tasks to the central queue for load-balancing one by one. In workloads with
large number of tasks dequeuing accesses are less frequent since more tasks are transferred
to the local queue with each dequeue, which leads to lower contention on the central mutex.
However, for workloads with a few number of tasks, this can fall back on dequeuing tasks
one by one and does not have any advantage over the previous design.

This design provides good resource utilization and load balancing. However, placing
tasks back to the central queue does not support affinity. Moreover, it does not scale to
a large number of cores due to the central mutex still being contended. It is possible for
a processor to place the tasks back on its local queue instead and use the central queue
only for staging new tasks. This strategy reduces the contention over the central queue
and creates strong task to processor affinity. However, this design does not let any other
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processor access the local queue of a processor and resume blocked tasks on that queue.
Hence, providing affinity when tasks are being unblocked by other processors becomes
impossible.

To address the problem above, each local queue protected by a mutex so other pro-
cessors can access the local queue of each processor. The central queue provides good
load-balancing through staging new tasks, and shared local queues provide a way of sup-
porting task to processor affinity.

An alternative is to remove the central queue altogether and perform load-balancing
through work-pushing by round-robin, random, or other task assignment policies. This
design removes the central bottleneck altogether and can provide better scalability. Hence,
each newly created task is actively distributed among other processors during the initial
placement. But unblocked tasks are placed on the local queue of the processor they have
affinity with. Figure 2.3 illustrates this design.

Although this design removes the single bottleneck and provides better scalability, when
tasks are fine-grained and the application is running with large number of cores, the lock
that protects a local queue can still become contended and slow down the application. This
problem can be addressed by decoupling push and pop operations in the queue either by
using two separate locks or lock-free alternatives. Since each local queue has only a single
consumer, a lock-free Multiple Producer Single Consumer (MPSC) queue can be used that
provides better scalability in comparison with protecting the queue with a single lock. Two
variations of intrusive blocking lock-free MPSC queues are discussed in Chapter 3: Nemesis
queue [40], and a stub queue inspired by [217].
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Using a shared local queue for each processor provides better scalability in comparison
with only using a central queue. In the absence of a central queue, this design works well
with balanced workloads where each processor receives approximately the same amount of
work and task execution times are approximately the same. However, when the workload
is not balanced, some processors can be left without any tasks to run while other processors
have multiple tasks queued up in their private queues. Work-stealing can solve this issue
by letting processors steal from another processors’ queue.

Work-stealing has emerged as a popular strategy for task placement and schedul-
ing [224] in task-parallelism frameworks. Work-stealing primarily addresses resource uti-
lization by stipulating that a processor running out of work “steals” tasks from another
processor’s run queue. As well, scheduling strategies based on work-stealing have also been
shown to address load balancing. Classical formulation of work-stealing is limited to the
fork-join pattern, but it has been generalized and investigated for general multi-threaded
programs with arbitrary dependencies [28].

In work-stealing, in contrast to work-pushing and work-sharing, tasks are only migrated
when a processor becomes idle, which avoids task migration until absolutely necessary. In
the system described by Blumofe and Leiserson [28], each processor has a double ended
queue, called a deque, where data are accessed from both ends of the queue. Every proces-
sor treats its own deque as a Last In First Out (LIFO) and take tasks from one end until
it runs out of work. When that happens, the processor becomes a thief, choosing another
processor as a victim, and stealing a task from the other end of the victim’s deque, i.e.,
treating that deque in FIFO manner. However, if a scheduler apply LIFO as their primary
strategy it can lead to starvation of the tasks at the end of the deque if the running tasks
keep creating new tasks.

Work-stealing provides both depth-first execution by popping the newest tasks from the
local deque, which promotes temporal and often spatial locality, and breadth-first execution
by stealing the oldest tasks from a victim deque, which results in good load-balancing while
minimizing the scheduler overhead.
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The main overhead of work-stealing occurs during the stealing phase when an idle
processor polls other deques to find work, which might cause interprocessor communication
and lock contention that can negatively affect performance. The particulars of victim
selection vary among work-stealing schedulers. In Randomized Work Stealing (RWS),
when a worker runs out of work it chooses the victims randomly.

Work-stealing is used in task-parallelism applications to improve processor utilization
when there is a local ready queue per processor. In addition, work-stealing improves
cache locality among tasks that form a DAG and reduces the communication overhead by
preventing the processor from unnecessarily distributing tasks among other processors.

Ultimately, to address the load-balancing issues with multiple local queues, the stealing
phase of work-stealing can be combined with work-pushing or work-sharing to provide
better load balancing. Tasks are distributed using a placement strategy as described above,
and in addition, a processor can steal from the local ready queue of another processor when
it runs out of work.

2.3.3 User-level Threading Libraries

In this section, existing user-level threading runtime systems are categorized based on their
use-case and characteristics. In addition, different components of each system is studied
and explained in details. First, user-level threading runtime systems designed for HPC ap-
plications are presented. These frameworks are designed for CPU-bound applications and
either do not provide a synchronous I/O interface or provide very limited support. Since
this thesis focuses on the performance of network applications, the I/O issues are studied
in more detail. Second, user-level threading that support the actor model of programming
are explained. Next, user-level threading libraries that are written for network applications
and provide some form of synchronous I/O interface are listed. This category is further
split into two parts: frameworks that only support N:1 mapping, and frameworks with
M:N mappings. It is important to note that frameworks that are running over a virtual
machine, e.g., user-level threading frameworks based on Java, are not considered in this
work. In addition, since Java itself relies on pthreads and this document compares against
pthreads, including Java does provide additional insight and information. However, man-
aged runtimes that are compiled directly to machine code, such as Go, are studied and
evaluated. Other specific purpose user-level threading libraries are listed in Appendix A.
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HPC Runtimes

Cilk [27], Cilk++ [117], and Cilk Plus [100] are programming languages designed specifi-
cally for parallel computing. These frameworks provide a user-level threading library and
also provided extensive support for parallel algorithms and structures. A Cilk thread is a
non-blocking function that runs to completion without waiting or suspending after it starts
executing. Cilk and all its descendants provide a work-stealing scheduler to provide better
locality for task parallelism. These frameworks also provide synchronization primitives,
race detectors, and performance analyzers. They differ by the level of support for various
parallelism features. None of these frameworks have support for I/O operations as their
main purpose is to scale scientific computation problems.

Qthreads [221] is a portable user-level threading library developed by Sandia National
Laboratories for massive parallelism. Qthreads aim to support millions of lightweight
threads.The library is designed with NUMA architectures in mind by providing a schedul-
ing domain for grouping kernel-level threads under the same domain. Qthreads provides a
simple round-robin scheduler but it has been extended to support a NUMA-aware work-
stealing scheduler [147]. It also provides synchronization primitives such as a mutex. How-
ever, this library provides very little support interacting with I/O through a synchronous
interface. It generally relies on asynchronously running I/O operations using a pool of
kernel-level threads that serve blocking I/O operations and system calls. Hence, perfor-
mance is low due to frequent transfer of control and blocking at the kernel level.

MPC [154] uses M:N user-level thread library to deal with communications and syn-
chronizations in NUMA architectures. This framework is aimed for HPC applications and
does not provide a synchronous I/O interface.

MassiveThreads [143] is focusing on scheduling recursive task parallelism along with
user-level context switches triggered by I/O calls. It uses work-first work-stealing to sup-
port recursive parallelism. MassiveThreads do not use ucontext on Unix systems to avoid
the large overhead due to internal system calls and uses context switching routines that
switch callee-saved registers only. For blocking I/O, user-level threads are blocked and
queued in a “blocked list” representing the file descriptor, and I/O polling is performed us-
ing epoll. The context switch performance and scheduling performance is evaluated using
standard HPC workloads, but the I/O performance evaluated using a ping-pong bench-
mark and only against pthreads, which does not provide enough information about the
performance I/O mechanism.

Argobots [171] presents a lightweight, low-level threading and tasking framework to
support massive on-node parallelism. It supports two kind of work units: user-level threads
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and tasklets. The former have an associated stack and allow blocking calls, while the latter
does not. In addition, Argobots does not provide any smart policies, but only threading
and tasking mechanisms, so users can develop their own solutions. The authors state that
smart policies (e.g., work-stealing scheduling) sometimes conflict with the characteristics
and demands of the application. Besides, to enable flexibility in usage as well as minimize
scheduling costs, Argobots supports a notion of stackable schedulers with pluggable queuing
strategy. It also provides mapping mechanisms between work units and each hardware
resource (e.g., a core).

The major difference between Argobots and other threading libraries is that Argobots
is designed to be an underlying threading and tasking runtime for high-level runtimes
or libraries. Argobots is mainly designed for HPC applications and the details of the
I/O subsystem are not provided. Event notification management and interaction with
external blocking resources (such as the network and storage devices) are delegated to the
programmer by requiring explicit context switches.

Actor Runtimes

Erlang [212] is another programming language that supports concurrency and distributed
programming. Erlang follows the Actor model to implement concurrency by spawning
processes that do not share data, and instead use message passing to communicate (These
are different from system processes). Erlang relies on a shared nothing model and thus
does not require synchronization and mutual exclusion.

Erlang uses epoll Level Triggered (LT) for polling network I/O on Linux, it also supports
kqueue on FreeBSD, and poll on Solaris. Erlang provides an M:N mapping of user-level
threads to kernel threads, where user level threads start with a small stack and the stack
is increased as required. In addition to a private stack, Erlang processes (i.e., user-level
threads) each have a private heap. Erlang implements a work-stealing scheduler and allows
the configuration of scheduling via parameters when the program is being executed. All
aspects of the scheduler, such as, busy wait threshold, sleep time, binding to underlying
cores, frequency of checking for I/O events and many more options can be passed to
the scheduler through command line arguments. Therefore, the Erlang scheduler can be
modified to perform according to the provided workload. However, the programmer should
have a deep understanding of the scheduler to be able to tailor it.

C++ Actor Framework (CAF) [46] is an open source implementation of the actor model
in C++. Actors in C++ Actor Framework (CAF) are light-weight and cooperatively managed
by a work-stealing scheduler. Actors communicate among each other through message
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passing across cores or the network. CAF also provides lock-free data structures to be
used along with the framework. CAF does not implement user-level threading and only
multiplexes actor objects over kernel-level threads.

N:1 User-level Threading Runtimes

Capriccio[214] is used on high-concurrency servers to hide I/O latency, but only in single-
threaded applications. It was an effort to port SEDA to C where user thread libraries are
used to avoid extensive context switches by relying on cooperative scheduling. Capriccio
determines an approximate bound for user-level stack size prior to compile time using static
analysis. However, this approach cannot detect recursion or might be too conservative,
but in addition Capriccio supports dynamic expanding or shrinking of the stack. Capriccio
predicts when a stack overflow is about to happen and uses dynamic stack allocation to
expand the stack size. Capriccio uses epoll for file descriptors that can be polled (sockets,
pipes, and FIFOs) and Linux AIO for disk. It also provides basic synchronization primitives
since it only supports a single kernel-level thread.

GNU Pth [68] provides user-level threads on a single kernel thread with emphasis on
portability. It provides non-preemptive priority-based scheduling for multiple threads of
execution inside event-driven applications. Pth also provides standard Portable Operating
System Interface (POSIX) API replacement (such as, read, write, and sleep) and synchro-
nization primitives (such as, mutex, read/write mutex, and condition variable).

Windows Fibres [138] provides User-Mode Scheduling [139] with N:1 mapping that
provides cooperative scheduling at the user-level. Each User-Mode Scheduler has its own
ready-thread queue of worker threads. Ayda et al. [6] propose a hybrid model where auto-
matic stack management is performed by Windows Fibres, and event-driven programming
is used as the underlying cooperative task management. Therefore, transition between
functions goes through a fibre instead of multiple call backs.

State Threads [173] provide an API for writing server applications such as web servers
with an event-driven state-machine architecture using user-level thread per connection.
Scheduling is non-preemptive and no explicit yield is needed since sooner or later a thread
performs a blocking I/O operation and gives up the control. State Threads provides N:1
mapping of user-level threads to kernel threads but provides inter-process synchronization
to support many N:1 mapping rather than M:N mapping for better scalability. Coordina-
tion among processes is left to the application programmer.

Facebook Folly [179] is a C++ framework that uses fibres for parallelism. Folly provides
low-level synchronization primitives (Batons) as well as high-level primitives on top of
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them, such as mutexes. Each fibre has a fixed stack size and Folly provides a built-in
mechanism for stack-overflow detection. In addition, functions that do not suspend the
fibre can be executed on the kernel thread’s stack to avoid running out of stack space.
Moreover, each fibre can have an optional fibre-local data and Folly provides a GNU
Project Debugger (GDB) extension for debugging of fibres. Mapping of fibres to kernel
threads is N:1. Folly also provides futures that can be integrated with fibres.

libmill [191] introduces CSP concurrency to C and the interface is similar to Golang.
It maps many coroutines to a single kernel-level thread, thus N:1 mapping, and coroutines
can communicate through channels similar to Golang. It provides coroutine-local storage
and supports non-blocking POSIX functions for network programming.

libdill [190] is a C library that makes writing structured concurrency easy. Structured
concurrency means that lifetimes of concurrent functions are cleanly nested. If coroutine
foo launches coroutine bar, then bar must finish before foo. libdill provides M:N mapping
of coroutines but coroutines only execute on a single thread and cannot migrate, therefore
N copies of N:1 mapping running in one process.

StackThreads [199] provides a low-level C library to support user-level threads only on
a single processor. It forks new threads through a sequential procedure call. When the
procedure blocks, it can resume its caller by moving its frame from the stack to the heap
and unwinding the stack. Since the caller can be rescheduled even if the callee is blocked, it
is effectively a new thread of control. The blocked thread’s context can be restored on top
of the stack and the control is transferred to the point where it was blocked. However, this
approach prohibits taking the address of stack-allocated objects since they are accessed
relative to specific registers. Also, caching the address of stack allocated variables in
registers becomes problematic. StackThreads saves and restores the entire stack frame and
can end up with high context-switch costs.

libco [202] provides N:1 mapping and uses an approach similar to StackThreads [199]
and copies out the previously running user-level thread stack and copies in the stack of the
next user-level thread for each context switch. Therefore, it is prone to the same problems
as StackThreads.

M:N User-level Threading Runtimes

StackThreads/MP [198] extends StackThreads by providing thread migration on shared-
memory multiprocessors. It also employs a more involved stack frame management in
which frames of suspended threads are not copied but retained in the stack. Stack frames
for lightweight threads are allocated on the physical stack of the worker threads and linked
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to each other and other stack frames located on another physical stack. For migrating
a thread, all threads above the migrating thread should be suspended first along with
the migrating thread, until the control reaches the parent of the migrating thread. Other
kernel-level threads constantly poll each other to find migrating threads and restart them.
Although, this approach removes the limitations of StackThreads, it has relatively high
overhead for managing stack frames and migrating user-level threads.

µC++ [38] is a dialect of C++ that provides advanced control-flow including light-weight
concurrency on shared memory multi-processors. µC++ provides new kind of classes to
support concurrency: coroutines, which have independent execution states; tasks, which
have their own threads; and monitors which allow for safe communication among tasks.
µC++ provides a translator that reads a program containing µC++ extensions and translates
them to proper C++ statements and uses a C++ compiler to compile and link them with
µC++ concurrent runtime library.

µC++ provides a M:N mapping of user-level threads (tasks) to kernel threads and clus-
tering of user-level threads and kernel threads is also possible. The scheduling of user-level
threads are performed using a round-robing preemptive scheduler. I/O management is
currently done through object oriented, non-blocking I/O using poll and select. Objects
in µC++ communicate by sharing memory through routine calls and mutual exclusion is
implicit and limited in scope in the programming language constructs. µC++ provides
static stack allocation where the minimum size of the stack is machine dependent, and is
as small as 256 bytes. Stack overflow is detected by a function call and if detected, the
program terminates.

Mordor [142] is an I/O library based on fibres. Scheduling of I/O fibres is done through
a central fibre queue through work-sharing. Overall, the implementation is not scalable
and due to lack of documentation it is hard to evaluate the performance of this library.

The authors in [78] provide high-level discussions regarding benefits of scalable M:N
threading, which lacks implementation details. Also, the evaluation section does not pro-
vide the experiments specifications, and results are not justified. For these reasons, this
work cannot be evaluated or compared against and is not considered a full user-level
threading implementation.

C++ Boost library [57] supports multi-threaded and concurrent programming. It pro-
vides coroutines, context (cooperative multitasking on a single thread), asynchronous I/O,
atomic variables, lock-free data structures, interprocess communication, and a message
passing API. Boost also provides an implementation of user-level threads that are sched-
uled cooperatively called fibres. It supports a round robin scheduler by default, but a
scheduling algorithm can be extended through the provided API. This library also pro-
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vides synchronization primitives such as mutex, channel, barrier, future, and condition
variable. However, it does not provide a synchronous I/O interface and the details of I/O
operations are not hidden from the programmer.

Go Programming Language (golang) [79] supports concurrency by providing user-level
threads that are called goroutines. Goroutines communicate with one another and syn-
chronize their execution through channels. Channels are adopted from Hoare’s CSP [97].
Go aims to provide a simple programming interface by removing complexity, and enabling
safe concurrent programming. Go provides dynamic stack allocation by monitoring each
function call and if a stack overflow is about to happen, the runtime allocates a bigger
stack and copies the old stack to the new one and updates all the pointers that point to
the old stack content.

The Go scheduler uses this stack growing mechanism to provide partially preemptive,
i.e., it cannot preempt goroutines at arbitrary point and only at function calls. When the
runtime checks whether there is enough room left on the stack for the function call, it
probes whether the goroutine has been executing longer than a predefined time limit, if so
it sets a flag, and when the flag is set the goroutine call a function to allocate more stack.
However, instead of allocating stack the goroutine is preempted, switched out and placed
in the ready queue to resume execution later.

The Go scheduler is a combination of work-stealing and work-sharing. Each kernel-
thread has a bounded local, deque which is treated as LIFO by the local thread and FIFO
by other threads. However, all threads share a global ready queue that is used for new
goroutines and yielding goroutines. In addition, if the local queue of a kernel thread is full,
the scheduled goroutine is placed in the global ready queue. When a thread runs out of
work, it checks its local queue and then the global queue respectively. If both queues are
empty the thread also polls the network in order to unblock goroutines that are blocked
on network I/O. If no goroutine is available, the thread tries to steal from the local deque
of another thread. Go provides a synchronous I/O interface based on epoll ET, which uses
the same basic mechanisms, but a different strategy, as the approach presented in this
thesis.

Table 2.1 lists the M:N user-level threading frameworks that provide support for I/O.
The table lists various characteristics of each system, such as scheduling, I/O polling,
memory model, and etc.
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Table 2.1: M:N user-level threading frameworks with I/O support
Library Mapping Scheduling I/O Memory

model
Memory Stack Context

µC++ M:N Preemptive poll/select Shared Mem-
ory

Unmanaged Static General pur-
pose

Mordor M:N Cooperative epoll Shared Mem-
ory

Unmanaged Static Network
Servers

Boost Fiber M:N Cooperative N/A Shared Mem-
ory

Unmanaged Static Concurrency

Golang M:N Partially Pre-
emptive

epoll ET Message pass-
ing (CSP) &
Shared Mem-
ory

Managed Dynamic General pur-
pose

Erlang M:N Partially Pre-
emptive

epoll Message pass-
ing (Actors)

Managed Dynamic Soft real-time
systems

Other Programming Languages and Frameworks

OCaml [163] is a functional programming language with support for concurrency. However,
OCaml currently uses a global interpreter lock to provide threading and does not support
parallelism. Multicore OCaml [145] is an effort to support shared memory parallelism,
which is an ongoing project.

Haskell [91] is a functional programming language that provides parallelism and con-
currency through the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC). The programmer can develop
concurrent applications by using features, such as forking and killing threads, sleeping,
synchronized mutable variables, and software transactional memory by using GHC. Haskell
uses functional programming, which has different characteristics than imperative program-
ming and is difficult to compare against. Furthermore, according to the TechEmpower
web framework benchmark suite [201], none of the Haskell web frameworks, such as Ser-
vant [90] or Yesod [176], perform anywhere close to top performing web frameworks in
other languages. Hence, although Haskell supports user-level threads, it is not studied in
this document.

Rust [3] does not support user-level threads to avoid the complexities of supporting a
larger language runtime to manage threads. Hence, Rust only supports 1:1 threading and
provides other means of managing concurrency at the user-level.
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Chapter 3

User-level Threading Runtime

General purpose Unix-based operating systems such as Solaris 2.6 and NetBSD 5.0 sup-
ported M:N mapping of user-level threads to underlying kernel-level threads (or scheduler
activations) [209]. This design was abandoned due to complexity problems at the time
and a change of perspective [189]. First, asynchronous signal handling support for user-
level threads was deemed to be complex. Moreover, automatic concurrency management
and building an M:N implementation that delivers acceptable performance across a range
of applications proved to be hard and not as beneficial as originally imagined. Finally,
kernel-level thread implementations, that previously had low performance and scalability,
started to become performant and scalable. At the same time, the worker-pool model was
adopted to simplify concurrency and address scalability issues. This model changed the
way developers created applications, which involved only indirect usage of threads. At the
operating-system level, support for user-level threads was complex and required applica-
tion refactoring to provide better scalability. Therefore, operating systems switched to use
libraries with 1:1 mapping [203].

Moving to a 1:1 threading system was considered reasonable for a range of applications
with limited concurrency, and the programming languages used to write these applications
had little or no concurrency support. However, this move did not facilitate applications
requiring significant concurrency or required overlapping communications, e.g., computa-
tions such as High Performance Computing (HPC), web servers, and applications based
on the actor model, but there were few computers at the time with significant parallelism
that could support these applications.

As a result, such applications relied on some user-level frameworks explicitly developed
for this purpose. For instance, HPC applications used frameworks such as Cilk[27] that
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provided an efficient multithreaded runtime system with work-stealing scheduler designed
with HPC use-cases in mind. Many actor-based models were also relying on their own
user-level threading runtime such as Erlang [212]. However, network and web servers took
a totally different path.

As time progressed, the amount of parallelism increased significantly across all aspects
of the hardware stack. This parallelism forced new challenges, such as the C10K prob-
lem [107] where servers are required to handle tens of thousands of clients simultaneously
to handle expanding web usage. However, at the time, connection-per-thread based ap-
proaches using 1:1 threading failed to deliver performance. The heavyweight nature of
kernel threads prevented large concurrency. Therefore, developers and server architects
turned to event-based programming as an alternative. Event-based solutions have a low
memory footprint and can multiplex tens of thousands of concurrent connections. In ad-
dition, these early web servers were mainly running on a single processor using a single
thread, so there was no requirement to deal with concurrency.

Nevertheless, the event-based programming model comes with disadvantages, which are
discussed in the previous chapter. Specifically, event-base programming adds to the com-
plexity of a program since events are handled through asynchronous call-backs. Further-
more, all event-based web-servers now use threads to handle non-blocking network traffic,
i.e., there is a single-threaded event-based front-end, which eventually passes control to
a threaded back-end to prevent blocking the event thread. Despite its disadvantages and
hybrid approach, event-based programming is the main programming model for developing
web servers due to performance considerations, e.g., Node.js [206] and Nginx [161].

Given the complexity of large event-based web-servers and their reliance on back-end
threading, researchers are revisiting thread-per-connection web-servers as an alternative.
However, this web-server reexamination forces a threading reexamination, because large
numbers of kernel threads are still an issue. (Section 4.6 shows a large number of kernel
threads is possible.) The threading reexamination is user-level threads, which provide
synchronous programming for simpler applications development, transparent scalability,
and support CPU and I/O bound workloads.

Hence, the thesis of this document is to revisit user-level threading and M:N mapping
of user-level threads to kernel-level threads. A complete user-level-threading runtime is
presented, consisting of multiple components: scheduling, synchronization, and I/O sub-
system. This runtime is then used for performance studies on network servers that handle
large concurrency. As well, other highly-threaded situations, such as actors, are tested to
validate the thesis. The objective is to

• Determining and implementing the minimum required functionality to support real-
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world multi-threaded applications with an initial focus on network servers.

• Simplicity and conciseness, while demonstrating the performance potential of user-
level threading in comparison with other runtimes, such as event-based execution.
Each component is kept as simple as possible while still satisfying the requirements
of the target applications. However, various features of the runtime can be modified
at compile time using provided configuration parameters.

• Providing a synchronous I/O interface and therefore, avoid the complexities of asyn-
chronous programming.

• Vertical scalability for network server applications that need to handle millions of
concurrent connections and requests. In particular, the scheduling and I/O compo-
nents need to scale well across a large number of cores over multiple NUMA nodes.

The runtime can be built and executed on unmodified Linux and FreeBSD systems
using the x86-64 architecture [83, 60]. It is implemented in C++ and supports both GCC
and Clang compilers. The runtime provides a C API that mimics the POSIX pthreads
API [21]. In addition, the runtime can be compiled to a static or a shared library that
applications link against.

3.1 Overview

Three main concepts form the building blocks of the user-level threading runtime: fibre,
processor, and cluster. User-level threads are called fibres and are the smallest execution
contexts representing runnable tasks. Fibres are executed collectively by kernel threads
represented as processors. A scheduling domain, called cluster, provides the familiar M:N
scheduling model to execute fibres using a set of processors.

The runtime library provides a typical thread-based programming interface. An appli-
cation can create and combine fibre, processor, and cluster objects to facilitate a desired
execution layout. Figure 3.1 illustrates how fibres, processors, and clusters relate to each
other. There are three clusters with different number of processors. Each cluster manages
a set of fibres that are executed by the processors in that cluster. Fibres can also migrate
to another cluster.

Processors that belong to a cluster stay in that cluster and follow the same scheduling
policy and, unless a fibre explicitly asks to be migrated to another cluster, fibres stay
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Figure 3.1: An example of a setup with 6 processors and 3 clusters

in a cluster as well. Each cluster provides its own I/O multiplexer along with the data
structures required to handle the polling operations. However, the I/O subsystem is global
and all File Descriptors (FDs) are globally defined and used by the polling mechanism
interacting with the operating system.

A cluster provides an abstraction for a group of processors and can be used for purposes
such as NUMA-aware scheduling and pipelining. For instance, multiple clusters can be
created to represent different stages of a pipeline, and fibres can migrate among clusters
to move along the pipeline.

Scheduling, synchronization, and I/O are the main building blocks of the runtime.
Scheduling is required for efficient resource utilization in concurrent applications. Syn-
chronization primitives are required in applications with shared mutable state. Network
applications interact with I/O and therefore an I/O subsystem is required to support such
applications. The performance of these runtime components can directly affect the per-
formance of the application. Also, user-level synchronization primitives are used in the
runtime, and therefore they can affect the performance of the runtime. Performance and
scalability of the I/O subsystem affects the performance of network servers. Each com-
ponent is briefly introduced in this section, and more detail is provided in the following
sections.
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Figure 3.2: Scheduler and I/O subsystem per cluster.

Scheduling is fully cooperative and the runtime does not provide any form of preemp-
tion. The primary reason is simplicity. Supporting preemption complicates the implemen-
tation and structure of the runtime and adds overhead. In addition, a cooperative scheduler
avoids reentrancy problems with unmodified libraries. Because all fibres belong to a sin-
gle application, developers have other means to ensure responsiveness without relying on
preemption as a resource arbiter. For instance, fibres that are serving network requests
at some point yield or block on I/O and relinquish the processor to another fibre (see
Section 3.4.2). In Section 3.2 the scheduling component is discussed in more detail.

User-level synchronization primitives are a necessary part of any multi-threading run-
time and are supported in the runtime. Basic customary synchronization mechanisms, such
as mutex, condition variable, semaphore, and read-write-lock, are provided with timeout
support. These primitives are discussed later in Section 3.3.

The I/O subsystem provides a synchronous interface to interact with the underlying
network connections. The multiplexer translates synchronous user-level operations into
non-blocking system operations. I/O multiplexing is based on epoll/kqueue and interacts
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with an internal event engine for the set of globally defined FDs. Each cluster has its
own I/O multiplexer that relies on an instance of epoll/kqueue to asynchronously poll the
network. Disk I/O operations are delegated to be performed by processors on a dedicated
disk cluster asynchronously. The I/O subsystem is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.

Figure 3.2 demonstrates the structure of an application with 2 clusters along with their
components. Each cluster has a scheduler and an I/O multiplexer as explained earlier.
The scheduler is responsible for distributing the fibres among the processors in the cluster
and satisfying the scheduling objectives of the application. The I/O multiplexer polls the
network asynchronously, unblocks the blocked fibres, and places them on the appropriate
ready queue.

3.2 Scheduling

Scheduling is one of the main components of any threading runtime. The scheduler man-
ages a set of tasks ready for execution, and assigns tasks to processors. Depending on the
characteristics of the application and other scheduling objectives, schedulers are respon-
sible for load balancing and task placement, can change the order of execution, and are
preemptive or cooperative. The scheduler presented here is fully cooperative and always
uses FIFO ordering to execute the tasks. However, various task placement strategies are
supported by the runtime and are discussed in this section.

3.2.1 Placement

One of the main roles of the scheduler is distributing fibres among processors in a cluster.
The scheduler needs to make a decision about fibre placement either when a fibre is initially
created, or when a blocked fibre is being unblocked and resumed. Typically, performance
of multi-threaded programs depends on good resource utilization, and therefore the first
objective of the scheduler is proper utilization of resources. However, resource utilization
depends on load-balancing, which introduces scalability challenges as the number of cores
increases. These challenges include the extra overhead from coordinating among threads
and locality problems. Schedulers can improve locality by taking dependencies among fibres
and also fibre-to-processor affinity into account. Hence, fulfilling affinity and improving
locality is the secondary objective of the scheduler.

Fibre-to-processor affinity is only satisfied if a blocked fibre is unblocked on the queue
of the same processor where it was previously executing. Depending on the characteristics
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of the workload, fibre-to-processor affinity can improve locality, and hence, increase per-
formance of the application. Affinity is considered a form of forced placement where fibre
placement is performed independent of the distribution of other fibres.

The runtime supports work-sharing, work-pushing, and work-stealing strategies, as
explained in Chapter 2. These strategies can also be combined with each other using
compile time flags. A blocked fibre is always unblocked on the local queue of the processor
it has affinity with, if applicable.

3.2.2 Scheduler Design

The default fibre scheduler is illustrated in Figure 3.3. It manages the set of ready fibres
in the scope of a cluster. All logical queues are arrays of basic queues to support fixed
static priorities for workloads that have multiple levels of priority. The runtime specifies
a maximum level of priority that determines the number of basic queues in each logical
queue. Pushing to a logical queue pushes the fibre to the basic queue in the related priority
level. Popping from a logical queue, requires iterating through the array of basic queues
in order of priority and checking for ready fibres. The staging queue is used to stage new
fibres, as well as for work sharing and migration. Fibre-to-processor affinity is satisfied by
unblocking a blocked fibre on the processor it has affinity with.

In addition to the staging queue and local queues, the scheduler supports a background
queue per cluster. The background queue is the last queue checked after a processor runs
out of work. Fibres that do not perform time-sensitive tasks or have very low priority can
be placed in the background queue. The background queue can also be used to manage
the load in the system. For instance fibres that are the main source for creating other
fibres, e.g., listener fibres, can be placed in the background queue to make sure new fibres
are only created if the system has the capacity to serve them.

A processor primarily executes fibres from its local ready queue. If there is no work in
the local queue, the processor queries the staging queue in the cluster. If no staging work
is found, the scheduler attempts to steal a fibre from the processor that has been busy for
the longest time. Finally, if necessary, the cluster’s background queue is queried for work.
The default queue data structure is a lock-free single-consumer Nemesis queue [40] with
an additional lock to synchronize multiple consumers during work-stealing.

When a fibre is stolen, executed by the thief processor, and later blocked on the thief
processor, it can be unblocked either on the local queue of the thief processor or the victim
processor. The former provides better overall load-balancing and the latter provides better
fibre-to-processor affinity. By default, the scheduler supports transient work-stealing, where
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Figure 3.3: Cluster Scheduler

the scheduler moves the stolen fibre back to the victim processor. However, a sticky option
is also provided where the stolen fibre stays in the ready queue of the thief processor. The
sticky version defines a threshold to determine whether to keep the fibre on the ready queue
of the thief processor or not. When a processor is stealing, it checks the size of the victim’s
queue, if it is less than the threshold, the fibre is returned to the original processor after
execution. Otherwise, the thief processor places it on its own ready queue.

Aside from supporting affinity and priority, the basic philosophy behind this scheduler
design is trading off fairness and latency for simplicity. Within the scope of a single
application, it does not matter so much which task is executed, as long as some useful work
is performed efficiently. However, details of this scheduler can be varied. For example,
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different queue data structures along with the scalability and efficiency of the default
scheduler are evaluated in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Idle Management

In addition to distributing tasks, the scheduler keeps track of busy and idle processors in
each cluster using a busy and an idle list per cluster. A processor is either in busy or idle
state and is added to one of the lists accordingly. A processor is idle when its local queue
is empty and it cannot find any other fibre to execute. If a processor is not idle, it is in
the busy state executing a fibre or looking for a fibre to execute. The runtime also keeps
track of the number of idle and busy processors per cluster.

After a processor goes idle, it places itself on the idle list and blocks on an internal
semaphore. When a fibre is scheduled by the scheduler, if it is placed on the local queue
of an idle processor, the processor is unblocked by signalling the semaphore. Otherwise, if
there is at least one processor is idle and the fibre is placed on one of the global queues
in the cluster, the processor at the front of the idle list is unblocked. After a processor is
unblocked, it removes itself from the idle list.

The busy list is used during work-stealing to determine the candidate processors to
steal from. Polling the empty queue of an idle processor does not result in stealing any
fibres. Therefore, processors only poll the ready queue of busy processors. This is done by
iterating through the list of busy processors of a cluster.

Immediately blocking the kernel-thread and unblocking it later adds overhead and
might cause performance degradation. An alternative to blocking is to spin in a loop and
wait for more work to become available. For instance, kernel threads in most user-level
threading libraries written for HPC do not block at all and keep spinning until more work
arrives or they can steal work from other threads. However, spin loops waste CPU cycles
and prevents other threads from using the processors. This approach is a suitable strategy
for HPC applications that usually keep a dedicated set of cores busy. However, it is not an
acceptable scheduling regime for general-purpose multi-threading applications that operate
in a shared computing environment, especially when also considering power conservation.

An alternative is instead of just blocking or just spinning, spin for a while before
blocking. In this way, if work becomes available during the spin time, the blocking and
unblocking overhead is avoided. Ultimately, if no work becomes available, the processor
blocks and thus yields the CPU to other threads and avoids wasting CPU cycles. However,
the spinning duration should be chosen carefully since spinning for too long or too little
can cause the same problems as explained earlier.
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The spinning duration depends on the type and characteristics of the workload. For
instance if the inter-arrival time of new tasks is smaller than the time it takes to block and
unblock the underlying kernel thread, then it is better to spin before blocking. Otherwise,
it is better to block and leave the resources for other threads to use.

However, as explained earlier, since the runtime maintains multiple queues (i.e., local
ready queue, a global staging queue, and a background queue), when a processor goes idle
it loops through these queues before it is blocked. Moreover, with the work-stealing policy,
processors additionally check the queues of busy processors before going idle. Therefore,
processors are not being blocked immediately after they run out of work, and in fact they
spin looking for work in other queues. These additional checks can be considered as an
alternative to spinning.

Therefore, although the runtime provides the option to enable spinning before blocking,
the default configuration of the scheduler does not enable extra spinning. By default the
processor is immediately added to the idle list and blocks if it cannot find any fibres in any
of the queues.

3.3 Synchronization

Synchronization is necessary for coordination and mutual exclusion in concurrent appli-
cations. Blocking operations are essential to support synchronization primitives such as
condition variables and mutex locks. In concurrent applications with user-level entities
blocking at the user-level is needed for efficiency of the application. Therefore, the runtime
should support blocking at the user-level by providing efficient synchronization primitives.

The user-level runtime provides a counting semaphore, binary semaphore, mutex, read-
/write mutex, barrier, and condition variable with user-level blocking. All blocking in-
terfaces support timeouts, where the fibre is unblocked after the provided timeout. The
method of coordination among fibres to access the underlying structure is configurable.
For instance, a semaphore by default uses a system lock (pthread mutex in Linux) to co-
ordinate among fibres to access the underlying blocking queue. However, the type of this
lock can be easily changed at compile time.

A mutex is often used more extensively than the other primitives and therefore has
more impact on the performance of the application. A blocking user-level mutex provides
multiple design choices. The difference between the design choices are widely studied for
system level mutex [56, 103, 30]. It has been shown that the performance of different
designs is tied to the workload/platform combination [56]. This thesis does not aim to
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provide a comprehensive study of various design choices for different workload types, but
rather present a few basic design alternatives to provide a general purpose mutex with
acceptable performance.

When a thread tries to acquire a lock and the lock is held by another thread, the thread
can spin or block waiting for the lock to become available. Spinning wastes CPU cycles and
inhibits concurrency as the CPU cannot be used by other threads. In contrast, blocking
synchronization requires runtime support, but releases resources for other work (within or
outside the application), which is essential for overall system efficiency. If blocking and
unblocking does not have any overhead, blocking the thread does not inhibit concurrency
and leaves the CPU to be utilized by other threads. However, since in reality lock operations
along with blocking and unblocking always have some overhead, this extra overhead can
be masked by spinning before blocking using a spin-block mutex.

The mutex design alternatives provided by the runtime create a barging spectrum as
illustrated in Figure 3.4. According to Buhr et al., “Barging occurs either by placing newly
arriving threads ahead of waiting threads (cutting in line) or bypassing all waiting threads
to receive immediate service.”[39]. On one side of the spectrum is spin locks where a fibre
waiting for the lock is always barging and contends with other fibres to acquire the lock.
However, a mutex that uses baton passing to transfer the ownership, does not provide no
room for other fibres to barge.

Depending on the scheduling policy and granularity of the tasks, when a fibre is un-
blocked and the ownership is transferred to it, it might stay in the ready queue for a long
time before it is picked up by a processor and executed. During this time other fibres
that gets a chance to execute and need to acquire the lock cannot access the lock and
are suspended. These fibres have to wait in the blocking queue before they can execute
again. In fact, one or all of these fibres could acquire and release the lock by the time the
unblocked fibre get a chance to execute.

This problem is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5a shows a running fibre owns the
lock, one fibre is blocked waiting for the lock to become available, and there are two other
fibres in the ready queue that need to acquire the lock when executed. When the lock owner
releases the lock, it passes the ownership to the blocked fibre and places it on the ready
queue as shown in Figure 3.5b. However, passing the ownership directly to the blocked
fibre means the waiting fibres cannot acquire the lock when executed and should be blocked
as illustrated in Figure 3.5c. Although the unblocked fibre can be placed at the head of
the queue to resolve this issue, the same problem still exists if there are multiple processors
and the currently running fibre takes a relatively long time to execute after releasing the
lock. Therefore, baton passing can introduce unnecessary delays in the application.
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Figure 3.4: Barging spectrum for different locks.

By removing the baton passing mechanism, a blocked fibre is unblocked when the lock
becomes free without transferring the ownership. When unblocked, the waiting fibre has
to acquire the ownership of the lock when it is unblocked. Hence, there is more barging
opportunity for the unblocked fibre and other fibres that are trying to acquire the lock
in comparison to the previous design. However, this design can lead to starvation if the
unblocked fibre cannot acquire the ownership of the mutex and is blocked multiple times.

It is possible to add more barging power to each fibre by spinning for a while before
blocking. Therefore, when the lock is held, fibres do not give up immediately and try to
acquire the ownership though spinning before they are blocked. This provides more barging
opportunity whenever the waiting fibre is scheduled. However, this means a configuration
parameter is required to determine the spinning duration before blocking. This topic
is widely studied [56, 103, 30]. Boguslavsky et al. [30] use an analytical model and
simulations to find the optimal spinning time for mutex locks. They show that the spinning
duration depends on the lock holding time, context switching time, and the computing
time in non-critical sections. Therefore, the optimal spinning duration varies for different
workloads. Another approach is using an adaptive mechanism where the runtime adapts
to the application requirements and dynamically updates the spinning duration. Such a
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Figure 3.5: Blocking mutex with baton passing.

mechanism is implemented for pthread mutex locks.

An alternative design is to remove the blocking altogether and use a spin lock instead.
Hence, the fibres are constantly trying to barge their way into acquiring the ownership of
the lock. However, user-level spin locks are susceptible to the problems stated in Chap-
ter 2. Preempting a processor that is running a fibre which holds a lock can lead to other
processors that are waiting for the lock to spin for a long time. This issue arises since the
operating system is not aware of the operations at user-level.

Indeed, Spinning before blocking can lead to better performance in special cases and
baton passing can avoid starvation of fibres. However, since the goal of this thesis is to
provide a simple and efficient design, the default user-level lock uses only blocking. The
runtime provides compile time switches to change the mutex design to any of the designs
or a combination of them. These design alternatives are evaluated using Memcached in
Chapter 4.

In principle, all these design alternatives can be combined together, for instance, Go
uses a hybrid solution where fibres spin for a while before blocking. If a fibre is blocked
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on a mutex, by default it is unblocked without transferring the ownership. However, if the
fibre that is being unblocked has been blocked longer than a provided threshold, the mutex
falls back on baton passing to make sure the fibre is not starving. Hence, all running fibres
can contend for the mutex unless they are preventing a fibre from making progress. For the
sake of simplicity of this runtime, the investigation of more complicated locking schemes
is deferred to future work.

3.4 Synchronous I/O Interface

The I/O subsystem is an important part of any application that interacts with network or
disk, specially for large-scale network application servers. Therefore, the I/O subsystem
satisfies the following objectives:

• Synchronous blocking interface: the I/O subsystem provides a synchronous interface
where fibres are blocked at the user-level, if the runtime has to wait for I/O interfaces
to become ready.

• High throughput and low overhead: one of the goals of the runtime is to show the
potential of user-level threading for network application servers. To achieve high
throughput and performance on par with event-based system, the overhead of I/O
interactions is kept as low as possible.

• Low latency: The I/O subsystem is designed to avoid long-tail latency and provides
overall low latency. This requires good application design in addition to a good I/O
subsystem to provide fairness among fibres. Also, fibres should not stay blocked in
the I/O subsystem for a long time when I/O becomes ready.

• Scalability: The I/O subsystem scales up as the number of cores increases.

To achieve these objectives, the I/O subsystem is designed from scratch and is config-
ured according to throughput and latency observed from benchmarks and experiments.

3.4.1 IO Subsystem

Synchronous Interface

Providing a synchronous interface for an I/O operation requires potentially blocking a fibre
that performs the operation. Blocking the underlying processor using blocking system calls
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is not efficient, as it prevents other fibres that are in the ready queue of that processor from
executing. Hence, non-blocking system calls should be used to perform I/O operations.
If the result of the operation indicates that the underlying connection is not ready, the
fibre that is executing the system call should be switched out and blocked waiting for the
connection to become ready.

However, to unblock a blocked fibre, an asynchronous polling mechanism is required
to poll the devices frequently and unblock the fibre when its connection becomes ready.
This procedure should be handled by the runtime and be transparent to the programmer.
Therefore, the runtime should provide a scalable and low overhead I/O subsystem to
interact with the underlying polling mechanism provided by the OS. The runtime provides
this access through three types of interfaces:

1. Most I/O operations are encapsulated by a generic wrapper that facilitates user-level
blocking. The interface provides a wrapper around the familiar system calls to in-
teract with I/O. These interfaces appear blocking to the user, but are translated to
the same non-blocking operations internally. If non-blocking operations are not suc-
cessful, the runtime blocks the fibre and waits for the connection to become ready by
polling via epoll/kqueue. When the connection becomes ready, the fibre is unblocked
and placed in a ready queue.

2. Specific I/O operations, for example those that need to register a new File Descriptor
(FD) with the event engine, are encapsulated via specific wrapper functions.

3. If I/O operations are not supported by OS-level polling mechanisms, such as disk
I/O on Linux, fibres can execute such an operation via another generic wrapper
that transparently performs the corresponding system-level operation on dedicated
system threads, so that its system-level blocking does not affect the execution of other
fibres. The runtime creates a separate cluster to execute disk I/O operations. Before
running a disk I/O operation a fibre can migrate to this cluster and transparently
use one of the dedicated system threads to execute the I/O operation.

3.4.2 IO Polling

As explained in Section 2.3.1, epoll in Linux and kqueue in FreeBSD are the newest polling
mechanism added to these operating systems. Both mechanisms are designed to address the
shortcomings of select and poll interfaces. This section focuses on epoll in Linux but
the findings also generally apply to kqueue. epoll is shown to have better performance
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than both poll and select when there are many idle connections [75]. However, in
level-triggered mode, epoll does not provide any advantages over select or poll due to
additional system calls required to register File Descriptor (FD)s with the kernel.

In edge-triggered mode, however, only a single notification is delivered when the file
descriptor state changes from ‘not ready‘ to ‘ready‘, and epoll does not deliver new notifi-
cations until the status changes from ‘ready‘ to ‘not ready‘. Therefore, the application has
to read from or write to the file descriptor until the status of the file descriptor changes
to ‘not ready‘. Then as soon as the state changes back to ‘ready’, epoll delivers an-
other notification. The additional system calls are avoided since epoll is re-armed by
the kernel when the underlying socket is blocked. Therefore the overhead of system calls
to switch among these operations can be avoided as well. An application that employs
the edge-triggered mode should use non-blocking file descriptors to avoid blocking read or
write.

Edge-triggered mode is less forgiving for programming mistakes since missing one event
can cause a connection to not to be served for a long time. In order to keep track of
notifications, normally the application is required to track the status of each file descriptor
at the user-level to avoid stalls in the application. The infrastructure used to keep track
of notifications per FD should be low overhead and coordinate among the fibres that are
accessing the same FD for both input and output operations. While there are libraries
providing a uniform interface across diverse OS polling mechanisms [133, 116, 2], a direct
implementation ensures the greatest clarity for assessing the efficiency of this subsystem.

FDs typically have global scope across system threads in a process, thus the corre-
sponding user-level synchronization objects are stored in a global vector, indexed by the
FD value. The POSIX standard guarantees that FDs are allocated as the lowest possible
integer numbers. Synchronization is provided separately for input and output. Each side
is comprised of a lock, used to serialize access from multiple fibres, and a semaphore that
is used to signal I/O readiness. This synchronization scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.6.1

An asynchronously running poller loop interacts with the underlying OS mechanism to
determine the readiness of FDs for input and/or output. In principle, the association be-
tween FD, poller, and cluster can be arbitrary. However, a straightforward layout uses one
poller loop per cluster and registers each FD with the corresponding poll set. The runtime
system performs all necessary interactions with epoll/kqueue and transparently handles
the complexities of edge-triggered notifications.

1Lock icon by ‘Yannick’; Semaphore icon by ‘Freepik’. Both from www.flaticon.com, licensed by CC
3.0 BY.
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Spurious Poll Notifications

Both epoll and kqueue share a peculiar behaviour for edge-triggered notifications – most
likely a result of those mechanisms having been added to established I/O subsystems. Poll
notifications are not only generated when the status of a buffer actually transitions between
empty, non-empty, and full, but also when the readiness of an FD is updated in the kernel
after each input or output activity. Thus, any I/O activity for an FD potentially results
in a new notification for that FD, delivered during the next call to epoll or kqueue. In
other words, edge triggering only suppresses notifications, if there is no I/O activity for
a particular FD between subsequent poll queries. This behaviour does not significantly
affect polling that is executed synchronously when an event loop runs of out work. How-
ever, it results in an increase of spurious poll notifications, if the poller loop is executed
asynchronously. This behaviour is addressed by using a binary semaphore for user-level
blocking, so that spurious notifications are largely ignored. However, this behaviour still
causes overhead, but a corresponding kernel-level investigation and potential mitigation is
left for future work.
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Yield Before Read

Both kernel polling mechanisms and user-level synchronization facility that interacts with
the kernel run in edge-triggered mode. If there are no spurious notifications, the FD is
re-armed to be polled by epoll or kqueue only if the status of the FD changes from “not
ready” to “ready”. Therefore, to make sure that the file descriptor is being polled before
the fibre is blocked, an initial non-blocking read or write system call is required to re-arm
the FD in the kernel and determine whether the fibre should be blocked at the user-level.
When the notification arrives, the poller unblocks the fibre using the binary semaphore in
the FD vector and places it back on a ready queue.

The overhead of issuing the next system call and blocking and unblocking the fibre for
each connection that blocks can affect the performance of applications with a large number
of connections. Moreover, In applications where the server and the client communicate back
and forth over a connection, the server can expect the client to send a response or close
the connection in the near future. Therefore, if the server can delay issuing the extra read

system call, there is a possibility that the system call succeeds and the extra overhead
mentioned above can be avoided altogether.

A low overhead solution in the runtime is that a fibre yields before executing the read

system call, and executes the system call after it runs again. The fibre context switches
back to the ready queue of the same processor, and depending on the load on that processor,
it takes a while before it executes again. This added delay before calling the read system
call might be enough for the client to send the next request and hence the connection
becomes ready for read. However, if the read system call fails, the overhead of context
switching is added on top of the overhead discussed above. Then again the overhead of
context switching is very small in comparison with issuing a system call.

This mechanism is evaluated in Section 4.3 and the results show a significant improve-
ment in performance when fibres yield before issuing the read system call. Hence, by
default the runtime uses this approach internally for all input I/O functions, but it is pos-
sible to disable it at compile time. Another side effect of this scheme is improved fairness.
In the absence of preemption, yield before read reduces the possibility of a long-running
fibre to starve others.

Batching

Fibres are blocked on an FD using a user-level semaphore associated with the FD in the
FD vector and wait for the poller to notify them about the readiness. The poller calls the
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epoll wait() system call to determine the readiness of FDs. When an FD becomes ready,
the poller simply unblocks the fibre waiting for that FD using the associated semaphore for
input or output. When multiple FDs are ready, the unblocked fibres are by default placed
back on the ready queue of their respective processors. However, placing the unblocked
fibres back on each processors’ queue one by one can introduce some overhead due to the
synchronization required for each operation. Therefore, the runtime provides an optional
batching of unblocking fibres, where fibres are first placed in a local unprotected queue,
and then are transferred to each processor’s queue in batches.

Lazy Registration

When a connection is short and only contains a small request to be processed, after the
connection is established, the client sends the request, the server processes the request and
sends back a response, and finally the connection is closed. Usually, when a connection
is established, the request from the client is ready to be consumed by the server. Also,
writing to a socket is less likely to block unless the kernel-buffers are full. Therefore, in
scenarios where a connection is short, there is a good chance that none of the system calls
block and hence registering and unregistering the FD with the kernel and the user-level
synchronization facility only adds overhead without being used.

Accordingly, the runtime provides an optional lazy registration of FDs. Using lazy
registration, the registration of a FD is postponed until the connection blocks. Hence, the
system call overhead for registering and unregistering the FD with epoll and kqueue is
avoided if the connection does not block. Lazy registration is evaluated against always
registering FDs in Section 4.3 and the results show that lazy registration can significantly
improve the performance of applications with short connections. Hence, the runtime by
default enables lazy registration but provides a compile time flag to disable it.

3.4.3 Polling Mechanism

As explained in the previous section, when a fibre is blocked on a file descriptor, an asyn-
chronous polling mechanism is needed to frequently poll the network and unblock the fibre
when the connection becomes ready. The asynchronous nature of the polling mechanism
faces two design challenges: 1) how does the runtime poll the network? 2) how frequently
should the network be polled?

There are two possible approaches to implement a polling mechanism. First, a dis-
tributed polling scheme where all worker processors in a cluster can poll the network. The
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second approach is using a central polling mechanism through a separate kernel-thread,
i.e., a poller thread. This thread polls the network in a loop and the worker processors
are not involved in polling. The runtime supports both distributed and central polling
mechanisms.

It is important to note that each cluster has a separate epoll or kqueue instance, and
only a single kernel-thread (or processor) per cluster is allowed to poll at a time. The
runtime makes sure that only a single thread is polling the network and accessing the
polling instance. Since only a single thread at a time is polling, this approach does not
introduce the thundering herd problem.

Poller Fibre

Distributed polling can be done in two ways; either polling directly by worker processors,
or using a poller fibre along with the facilities provided by the scheduler to schedule and
execute the poller fibre. The distributed polling design is provided in both Go and µC++.
The former encapsulates the mechanism directly in the runtime and the latter uses an extra
user-level thread to poll the network. Since using a poller fibre is simpler and provides
more flexibility, the runtime supports the latter and processors poll through a poller fibre.
Therefore, an extra fibre per cluster, i.e., poller fibre, is used to perform the polling and
this fibre can be executed by any of the processors in a cluster.

The poller fibre is by default placed in the background queue of a cluster, i.e., processors
only execute the poller fibre before going idle. There is only a single poller fibre per cluster,
and therefore only a single processor at a time can poll the network, even if more than one
processor is becoming idle. However, if processors perform a blocking poll and there are
no notifications to deliver, the blocking call can block for a long time. The main task of
a worker processor is to execute fibres, but blocking a processor for a long time prevents
it from taking part in the execution of fibres. One solution is to switch back and forth
between polling and checking the ready queues using a timer. However, this design can
become very complex and requires adjusting the timers for different workloads.

As an alternative solution, since both epoll and kqueue can be applied hierarchically
and the poll FDs can also be polled, a global master poller thread is used to poll the status of
the poll FDs. The polling fibre is only scheduled to run by the master poller when there are
notifications to deliver and the complexities of handling timers are avoided. Hence, when
a processor executes the poller fibre, it performs a non-blocking poll. However, the master
poller performs a blocking poll waiting for the poll FDs to become ready. This design is
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Figure 3.7: Design with a poller fibre per cluster.

illustrated in Figure 3.7. This design does not deliver poll notifications with the lowest
possible latency, but typically provides sufficient throughput, as shown in Section 4.3.

Poller Thread

The alternative to distributed polling is to poll using a single dedicated poller thread that
performs blocking polls in a loop. Therefore, the thread is blocked as long as there are no
notifications to deliver. But as soon as a notification arrives, the thread becomes active and
unblocks fibres that are waiting on the ready FD. This design is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

However, the frequency at which the poller thread polls the network can affect the
performance of the application. The system calls that are used to poll have non-negligible
overhead, so the frequency of polling presents a trade-off between overhead and latency.
Polling very frequently can add overhead and be inefficient, but polling rarely can lead to
long tail latencies. This trade-off is aggravated by spurious poll notifications (explained
below). Figure 3.9 illustrates the polling frequency spectrum. On one end of the spectrum
the poller polls the network in a loop, and on the other end it does not poll the network
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at all.

Four design alternatives are supported by the runtime that cover different parts of the
frequency spectrum:

• loop: In this variation, the poller thread simply calls the blocking poll system call
in a loop. Therefore, as soon as the poller unblocks the blocked fibres, another poll
system call is issued. Hence, the runtime is always polling the network.

• loop-sleep: This design uses a polling loop but lowers the polling frequency by forcing
the poller thread to go to sleep after each poll. The longer the sleep time, the lower
the polling frequency. Not sleeping at all is equivalent to the previous version and
always sleeping means no polling is performed at all as illustrated in Figure 3.9.

• opportunistic: Another design is poll only if necessary, i.e., when at least one of the
worker processors is idle. Therefore, the poller thread is only executed if at least one
of the worker processors runs out of work. Hence, the polling frequency is tied to the
workload and the status of the processors and it sits somewhere in the middle of the
spectrum.
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• opportunistic-timeout : Since the polling frequency of the previous version is tied
to the characteristics of the workload, a very busy workload can have large polling
intervals. This delay can affect the latency of the connections that are blocked and
are not being polled because the poller thread is not triggered. A solution to address
this problem is to use a timeout to increase the polling frequency. If the poller is
not triggered before the timeout expires, the poller thread is activated and polls the
network. Setting the timeout to 0 makes the design equivalent of the loop version.

These design alternatives are evaluated in Section 4.3 and their effect on throughput
and latency is studied in more detail.

3.5 Implementation Details

Each fibre has a stack that automatically captures the state of the fibre and is used by
the runtime to suspend and resume that fibre. Fibres operate like a traditional thread but
context switches happen at the user level as explained in Chapter 2.

Moreover, each fibre can have a fixed or dynamic stack size, which is configurable at
compile time. When fibres have a fixed-size stack, the size of the stack can be adjusted
when the fibre object is being created. The stack memory is allocated when the fibre object
is created and destroyed when the destructor of the fibre object is called. A protection
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page is used to detect stack overflows. This page is the last page at the bottom of the stack
and writing to this area or reading from this area results in termination of the application.
The protection page is created using mprotect system call which can add some overhead
when fibres are created. Figure 3.10a shows the layout of the static stack in memory.

In addition, the runtime provides segmented stacks using the split stack feature sup-
ported by both GCC and Clang [200]. Split stack provides a fast mechanism to check
the stack pointer against the bottom of the current stack at each function call. This
mechanism relies on an extension of the fibre context switch to also switch the dedicated
split-stack context. Segmented stacks are lightweight and only add a few instructions to
each subroutine. Figure 3.10b shows the layout of the segmented stacks in memory.

Fibres are scheduled cooperatively, i.e., each fibre runs until it voluntarily yields to
other fibres, migrates to another cluster, blocks on an external event, or reaches the end
of its execution. Stack contexts are suspended and restored by pushing and popping the
callee-owned registers to and from the stack. Currently, the runtime only supports x86-64
architectures. The runtime does not use ucontext t in Linux or FreeBSD, and uses custom
assembly code to perform the context switches.

Fibres also provide join and detach semantics. If join() is called on a fibre, the calling
fibre blocks until the callee fibre is done and unblocks the caller. Also, fibres can be
detached, which means the caller fibres that try to join with this fibre are not blocked.
Both fibre and processor objects support join-on-destructor safety semantics, i.e., deleting
an object is automatically deferred until the respective execution contexts have run to
completion.
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The runtime provides a range of intrusive data structures that are used to avoid extra
memory allocations when moving fibres around and for additional safety. For instance
all blocking and ready queues in the runtime are implemented using intrusive linked-lists
(including lock-free variations). These data structures are also used to manage processors
in a cluster. For instance, they are used to implement busy and idle lists for each cluster.

Two variations of blocking lock-free Multiple Producer Single Consumer (MPSC) queues
are implemented: The Nemesis queue [40] and a stub queue inspired by [217]. Both queues
are lock-free, but not wait-free; the consumer might have to wait for changes from producer
to be finalized, but this window is very small. The Nemesis queue is not modified and the
original algorithm is used for implementation. However, the original implementation of the
stub queue is not fully intrusive, and therefore is modified to be fully intrusive and meet
the requirements of the runtime. Also, the original implementation requires an additional
copy operation when an item is removed, which is fixed in the modified version used in the
runtime.

Applications might need to interact with the runtime and access information about
the currently running fibre, processor, and the cluster domain. Therefore, each processor
provides a low overhead mechanism through a set of thread-local pointers to these objects.

The processors in a cluster can be confined to only execute on a set of cores. This
functionality is not provided by the runtime and is left to the application developer to
make that decision according to the requirements of the application. For instance, all the
processors in a cluster can be pinned to a set of cores in a socket that has a local NUMA
node. Therefore, the fibres that belong to the cluster can only execute on these cores and
hence avoid the cost of remote NUMA node accesses. The runtime provides direct access
to the underlying kernel thread. Therefore, if required, applications can access the thread
and set the affinity at the application level. This provides more flexibility and control for
the application developer.

In addition, there is limited, proof-of-concept support for debugging by using GDB’s
extension API for Python. With this extension, it is possible to view the execution context
of each fibre and perform backtraces per fibre in addition to the default support for kernel
threads provided by GDB.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, efficiency and scalability of I/O multiplexing, synchronization, and schedul-
ing components presented in Chapter 3 are evaluated and compared with other runtimes.
First, various design alternatives for each component presented in Chapter 3 are evaluated
individually and next, the runtime is evaluated against other runtimes. Also, Memcached
is used to evaluate the runtime and thus all these components together using different
workloads.

4.1 Environment and Tools

All experiments are performed on a 4-socket, 64-core AMD Opteron 6380 with 512 GB
RAM, but have also been repeated on a 4-socket, 32-core, 2xHT Intel Xeon E5-4610v2
with 256 GB RAM. The respective cache layout of both machines is shown in Table 4.1.
Some experiments on the Intel platform are scaled down to avoid using hyper-threaded
execution. However, the results are generally consistent on both platforms. Only the AMD
results are presented in this chapter, because of the higher core count that is possible on
this machine. The results from the Intel machine are presented in Appendix B.

The operating system on both machines is Ubuntu Linux 18.04, updated with recent
packages, and running kernel version 4.15.0-22-generic. For all experiments, the specified
number of cores is provisioned using the taskset utility. All data points show an average
of 20 runs. The maximum Coefficient of Variation (CV) for each experiment is reported,
but do not plot error bars, because the CVs are small and error bars would only distort
the graphs.
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The efficiency of various design alternatives for the I/O subsystem is evaluated using
micro-benchmarks, a simple web server, and Memcached. Micro-benchmarks are used to
investigate the fundamental building blocks of user-level runtime systems. The simple web
server is used to evaluate the I/O subsystem by serving connections from a variation of the
plaintext benchmark from the TechEmpower web framework benchmark suite [201]. A web
server receives simple and short Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests from clients
and responds to each request with a plain “Hello, World!” HTTP response. Memcached
is an event-based key-value storage that is used extensively as an in-memory cache.

The ‘wrk’ [77] and ‘weighttp’ [125] benchmark programs are used to generate load for
the web server experiments. Using ‘wrk‘ each connection sends a request and waits for
the response from the server in a closed loop. ‘weighttp‘ only sends a single request per
connection and closes the connection when the response is received. Mutilate [119] is a
close-loop load generator for Memcached and is used to evaluate Memcached. Memcached
and web server experiments are performed with sufficient concurrency. However, since
the clients are running on a single machine, pipelining is used to send multiple requests
over a single connection to the server to represent a larger number of concurrent clients.
Pipelining allows the client to send multiple requests back-to-back without waiting for the
server to respond to previous requests.

Moreover, Memcached and web server benchmarks are executed locally on a multi-
core computer partitioned to run both client and server to eliminate the cost of device
communication. Hence, this experiment represents a worst-case scenario for a user-level
runtime by exposing the overhead from I/O multiplexing without any mitigating factors
– to the extent possible. Only M:N user-level runtimes are included in this study and
the best-in-class event-driven system, ULib and Memcached, are compared against the
runtime. ULib [183], is an event-driven web server that is among the top performer in
TechEmpower benchmarks [201].
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level type size shared

AMD L1 instruction 64 KB 2 cores
AMD L1 data 16 KB no
AMD L2 unified 2 MB 2 cores
AMD L3 unified 6 MB 8 cores

Intel L1 instruction 32 KB (2 HTs)
Intel L1 data 32 KB (2 HTs)
Intel L2 unified 256 KB (2 HTs)
Intel L3 unified 16 MB 8 cores

Table 4.1: Cache Layout
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4.2 Queue Performance

As discussed in Chapter 2, the scheduler can use work-sharing or work-pushing strategies
for initial placement of fibres. The first experiment evaluates the scalability of each strategy
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through a benchmark. The experiment covers work-sharing with a single shared queue and
three variations of work-pushing using different local queue designs. The benchmark creates
two clusters each containing the same number of processors and each processor creates 1
million fibres. Every fibre migrates 10 times back and forth between the clusters, and after
that it exits. This benchmark is designed to stress test each queue and therefore, fibres
do not perform additional computation and as soon as a fibre is scheduled it migrates
to another cluster. In reality, fibres perform some computation, hence, processors access
queues not as frequent as during the benchmark.

The results are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The number of cores is incremented by two
since adding a single processor to each cluster results in utilizing two more cores. The
results confirm that work-pushing with a local queue per processor has better scalability
than work-sharing with a single shared queue in a cluster. Among the variations with
local queues, the intrusive MPSC variation provide higher performance across different
number of cores and the non-intrusive variation follows behind. The variation with a
single lock protecting the local queue has the lowest performance among the designs with
local queues. Therefore, the intrusive MPSC queue along with work-pushing is used as the
default strategy to provide good scalability across different number of cores in the runtime.

4.3 I/O Subsystem Design

Multiple design alternatives for the I/O subsystem are presented in Chapter 3. All these
alternatives are evaluated in this section and these results are used to determine the default
behaviour of the I/O subsystem.

4.3.1 Yield Before Read

Fibres yielding before calling the read system call delays reading from the socket and
can improve the rate of successful read system calls in busy systems. Consequently, the
overhead of unsuccessful system calls and blocking and unblocking the fibre is also avoided.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the effect of this design on the performance of a web server. The
experiment uses HTTP pipeline depth of 1 and 4 across different number of cores using
4,096 connections. For this experiment the default polling mechanism is used.

The results show that yielding before read increases the throughput across different
parallelism levels. Also, the difference between both versions increases with larger number
of cores. Increasing the number of cores increases the capacity of the system and therefore
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Figure 4.2: Effect of yielding before read on a web server performance.

the cumulative overhead of unsuccessful read system calls increases. But yielding reduces
this overhead by decreasing the number of unsuccessful reads. Since yielding improves the
performance, this feature is enabled by default but can be disabled at compile time.

4.3.2 Lazy Registration

In Chapter 3 lazy registration is identified as a method of avoiding the overhead of reg-
istering and unregistering the file descriptors when workloads include short connections.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the effect of adding lazy registrations on the throughput of the web
server. The web server is used to serve short connections with and without lazy registra-
tion. Weighttp [125] benchmarking tool is used to generate short connections where each
connection only contains a single HTTP request and it is closed after the response is re-
ceived. According to the results, lazy registration improves the throughput by almost 60%.
This experiment demonstrates that avoiding the overhead of unnecessary system calls and
notifications can significantly improve the performance. Therefore, by default the runtime
supports lazy registration and only registers a FD to be polled when one of the system
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Figure 4.3: Effect of lazy registration on short-lived connections using a web server.

calls is not successful.
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4.4 I/O Polling

The runtime supports multiple I/O polling mechanisms as explained in Chapter 3. A
polling fibre can be used for distributed polling and a poller thread can be used for polling
with a dedicated thread. Moreover, different polling frequencies can be used for the latter
by choosing one of loop, loop-sleep, opportunistic, or opportunistic-timeout designs. The
modified version of Memcached is used to evaluate the performance of each design variation
and compare them against each other and against the original event-based version – termed
‘Vanilla’ for this presentation. There are 2048 concurrent connections and the depth of the
pipeline is changed. The depth of the pipeline represents the number of simultaneous GET
and SET operations sent by the client to the server. Figure 4.4 illustrates the throughput
and read latency for the experiment.

The opportunistic and opportunistic-timeout variations are showing the lowest through-
put and highest latency among all the versions across different pipeline depths. Both
versions only poll the network when at least one worker processor runs out of work but
the opportunistic-timeout version also polls the network every 10 ms. Hence, when all
processors are busy for a long time the network is not going to be polled during that pe-
riod. This delay can lead to unfair service time for serving the connections as some of the
fibres that have their connection ready cannot execute while a few fibres that do not block
keep executing. This scenario also results in longer average latencies, more variations in
latencies, and also heavier latency tails as illustrated by the results.

The opportunistic-timeout variation with 10 milliseconds timeout delivers low through-
put when the pipeline depth is small, but the performance improves as the pipeline depth
increases. Investigating further reveals that when a processor runs out of work it tries to
steal from other processors before signalling the poller thread, and the work-stealing adds
delay and indirectly affects the polling frequency. Also, the additional time spent to find
work replaces useful cycles that could be spent serving the blocked connections. Although
the 10ms timeout helps to avoid the very long latencies in the opportunistic version, it does
not completely remove the long latency tail.

Changing the timeout to 1 millisecond improves the throughput and overall latency.
The maximum polling interval is now set to 1ms and is independent of the status of the
worker processors. Therefore, blocked fibres are unblocked more frequently without relying
on the status of the worker processors. Also, the processors work-stealing stage is not reach
as frequently as with 10ms timeout, since blocked fibres are unblocked more frequently and
pushed to the local queues of the processors by the poller thread.

The loop variation, where the poller thread performs blocking poll calls in a tight
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loop, has overall lower throughput than loop-sleep and opportunistic-timeout-1ms, but has
higher throughput than opportunistic and opportunistic-timeout-10ms variations. Polling
in a loop without any sleeps means that the network is polled very frequently. Hence, FDs
are not unblocked in batches and as soon as a single notification is available the call to
the poll returns. Therefore, most fibres are unblocked one by one or in small numbers,
which leads to more system calls to deliver all notifications in comparison to unblocking
fibres in batches. Moreover, the poller thread is active most of the time, and this thread
competes with worker processors for computing time. This leads to more frequent kernel
preemptions of the worker processors and therefore introduces some overhead.

To mitigate this problem, the loop-sleep variation introduces a 1 millisecond sleep af-
ter each blocking poll. Hence, the polling frequency is reduced in comparison to the loop
version, which leads to lower polling overhead. A larger polling interval removes frequent
preemptions, and also leads to delivering the notifications in batches. This variation pro-
vides a better throughput than the loop version.

Both loop-sleep with 1ms sleep and opportunistic-timeout with 1ms timeout show com-
parable performance to the Vanilla version. The loop-sleep version has a fixed polling
interval of 1ms regardless of the status of the processors. This configuration can become
problematic for workloads with low concurrency where processors run out of work fre-
quently. In this situation, the processor might have to block and wait for 1ms before more
fibres are unblocked. In contrast, the opportunistic-timeout version has a maximum 1 ms
polling intervals. Since processors signal the poller thread when they run out of work, the
problem with low concurrency workloads does not become an issue.

The poller-fibre variation shows high throughput and low average latency starting at
pipeline depth 4. The loop-sleep and opportunistic-timeout variations with 1ms sleep/-
timeout along with the poller-fibre variation show better overall performance than other
variations across various pipeline depths. This is not true for the pipeline depth of 1 and
2 where the loop variation has the highest throughput among other variations. Hence, the
polling mechanism depends on the characteristics of the workload. However, to simplify
the runtime, the tight loop variation is used as the default polling mechanism.

The event-based version has lower throughput and higher latency than all the versions
of user-level threading with pipeline depth 32. This is due to the extra overhead imposed
by having a polling instance per thread which leads to larger number of system calls to
handle this workload in comparison with the fibre runtime.
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4.5 Benchmark Evaluation

In this section, the synchronization and scheduling components of the runtime are evaluated
against other user-level threading runtimes. The benchmark represents a simple application
with L locks, T threads and C cores. Each thread first executes a non-critical section part
of code for tncs. After a thread acquires the lock it executes the critical section and runs for
tcs and then releases the lock. After releasing the lock, the thread goes back to executing
the non-critical section of the code. The critical and non-critical sections are implemented
with a work loop that keeps the CPU busy for tcs and tncs accordingly. The assumption
is all critical sections have the same computation time. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo
code for the benchmark.

Algorithm 1 Benchmark Pseudo Code

1: C: Number of cores
2: T: Number of threads
3: L: Number of locks
4: tcs: Duration of each critical section work loop
5: tncs: Duration of each non-critical section work loop
6: procedure ThreadFunction()
7: while true do
8: Run Work-loop For tncs
9: lr = Random Lock

10: Acquire lr
11: Run Work-loop For tcs
12: Release lr
13: For each thread call THREADFUNCTION()

Both locked and unlocked work loops can be calibrated to a specific time period.
For simplicity, the experiments reported here use symmetric settings for unrestricted and
critical-section work. Other runtime parameters are explained as needed. For this particu-
lar benchmark with a tight loop, the set of cores for the AMD platform is restricted to one
of each two-core package (cf. Table 4.1), for a total of 32 cores, to avoid low-level caching
effects that might arise from other particular placements of threads on cores.
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respective throughput for a single thread/fibre.

4.5.1 Scalability

Most multi-threading runtime systems perform well when the amount of work between
synchronization and scheduling points is large. This experiment is designed to investigate
scalability by determining the amount of work that is necessary for various runtime systems
to provide good scalability at non-trivial core and thread counts. The benchmark has 32
cores available and executes 1024 threads or fibres. It is configured with 32 locks, which
cause some, but not excessive, contention and synchronization overhead. The work loop
duration is varied. Shorter durations are more affected by locking and scheduling overhead,
and as the duration is increased this overhead should become insignificant. Therefore, the
scalability of the runtime can be measured by increasing the work loop duration, as longer
durations reveals the overhead that the runtime imposes on the experiment. Throughput
is normalized by the respective throughput for a single thread/fibre. The results are shown
in Figure 4.5 and B.1. The runtime system presented in this thesis is labelled ‘Fibre’,
while ‘Boost’ refers to the Boost Fibre implementation. ‘Pthreads’ means directly using
system threads as application threads.
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Four of the runtime systems show very similar scalability in this experiment: Qthreads,
Fibre, Pthreads, and Go. Occasional experiment runs for Boost perform very poorly, which
reduces the average for the corresponding data points and distorts the curve. Manual
inspection shows that the best possible scalability of Boost would be slightly lower than
the top four runtimes. The scalability of Mordor is generally lower than the previously
mentioned runtime systems. µC++ has the poorest scalability of the tested runtimes. It
is caused by using a scheduler with a central ready queue, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Additional experiments (not shown here) confirm that µC++’s scaling curve starts rising
at 55 - 70 µs for both work loops, beyond which it shows scalability close to the top
runtimes.

4.5.2 Efficiency

The next experiment investigates the runtime overhead for locking and scheduling. The
previous experiment indicates that most runtime systems show reasonable scalability when
both work loops are set to 20µs. Therefore, that setting is used in this experiment. The
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number of cores is varied and the number of fibres is set to the square of cores. The
runtime overhead is measured using the Linux cgroups’ cpuacct subsystem and divided
by the number of observed work iterations. The overhead is reported as the cost of each
work iteration, which is comprised of one unrestricted work loop and one critical-section
work loop, plus synchronization overhead. Thus, any value in excess of 2 · 20 = 40µs
represents runtime overhead. Since overhead becomes more visible with higher contention,
the number of locks is set to N/4 for N cores, which ensures a sufficient level of contention.

The results are shown in Figure 4.6 and B.2. µC++ makes heavy use of spin locks
internally, which probably causes its limited scalability to translate into poor efficiency
beyond 16 cores in this experiment. Both Boost and Qthreads show good scalability in
the previous experiment, but sub-optimal efficiency in this one. The explanation is that
both the Boost and the Qthreads runtime system do not fully support blocking synchro-
nization. While individual fibres might be blocked from execution, these runtime systems
never suspend the underlying system threads. Instead, all available threads spin continu-
ously while seeking work. This approach is a suitable strategy for HPC applications that
usually keep a dedicated set of cores busy. However, it is not an acceptable scheduling
regime for general-purpose multi-threading applications that operate in a shared comput-
ing environment, especially when also considering power conservation. Mordor shows good
efficiency when the number of cores are small, but it is not very efficient as the number
of cores increases. Pthreads, Fibre, and Go provide effective blocking and suspension and
show similar efficiency.

4.5.3 I/O Multiplexing

The web server benchmark is used to evaluate the performance of the I/O subsystem and
comparing it against other runtimes. Both Boost Fibres and Qthreads do not support fibre
blocking and system thread suspension, and do not provide an I/O subsystem comparable
to other runtime systems. Mordor does not show competitive scalability in the basic
experiments, and it has not been possible to develop an efficient web server implementation,
due to the lack of publicly available documentation. Thus, none of the above are considered
for further evaluation. However, ULib is added as the best-in-class event-based system for
comparison.

The experiments compare the ULib web server with a benchmark web server using Go
with the Fasthttp [210] package (derived from the TechEmpower benchmark code) and a
minimal multi-threaded web server that can use either POSIX threads, the fibre runtime,
or µC++. The ULib web server uses a sophisticated and highly-tuned N-copy architecture
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Figure 4.7: Web Server (12,000 connections)

that does not permit any load balancing or migration after connection establishment. For
example, the server socket is cloned across all processes using the SO REUSEPORT socket
option. In addition, to exploit multiple cores, ULib clones multiple processes that do not
share file descriptors with each other which makes it impossible to do any form of load
balancing. In contrast, the Go server and the test server use a simple and straightforward
architecture with a dedicated ‘acceptor’ thread launching per-connection worker threads
for incoming connections. For both the fibre runtime and µC++, the cluster mechanism
(cf. Section 3.2) is used to limit a scheduling and I/O domain to 16 cores. Thus, experi-
ments with more than 16 cores for the server use multiple scheduling clusters. All servers,
including ULib’s server, benefit from a warm-up period before the actual performance
measurements. The maximum CV observed during these experiments is 0.08.

The ‘wrk’ benchmark program [77] creates 12,000 connections and then exchanges re-
quests and responses as fast as possible, using 32 out of the 64 cores, for 30 seconds. Multi-
ple connections provide a means for latency-masking concurrency in each client thread and
the experiment does not use additional HTTP pipelining. The throughput is measured for
a varying number of cores available to the web server. Beyond 28 server cores, the client
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program becomes the bottleneck in the experiment. The results are shown in Figure 4.7.

µC++ scales well only up to 4 cores. The data points at 18 and 20 cores show how
the second cluster helps scalability. Go scales reasonably well, but its throughput is sig-
nificantly lower than other runtimes. Fibre performs almost as good as ULib in this stress
test, while Pthreads shows an increasing performance gap, with an increasing number of
cores, when compared to ULib and Fibre.

In a second experiment, reported in Figure 4.8, the number of cores is fixed at 16 and
the number of connections is varied. In this experiment, the wrk client uses 48 cores to
ensure that it does not become the bottleneck. The results show that all web servers and
runtime systems can scale up to 60,000 concurrent connections. The relative performance
is consistent with the observations from the previous experiment. Fibre is able to keep
up with ULib, while Pthreads follows behind. Go has lower throughput than Pthreads,
while µC++ has the lowest throughput in this experiment. It is especially remarkable
that Pthreads can handle that many connections with 60,000 concurrently running system
threads, albeit at a noticeable performance drop. The per-connection effective memory
consumption for the threaded web server implementations were measured separately and
range from 8 KB for Fibre to 12 KB for Pthreads.

The third experiment is similar to the previous experiment but the number of connec-
tions is increased up to 1 million as shown in Figure 4.9. This experiment only tests the
limits of scalability of each runtime and is not meant to study the behaviour of the runtimes
with large number of connections. All runtimes except Pthreads successfully handle up to
1 million concurrent connections (not all are handled successfully). Pthreads can handle
up to 500,000 connections. Go has the lowest throughput among all the runtimes. The
throughput of the fibre runtime is very close to ULib but the gap slightly increases as the
number of connections increase. However, due to hardware limitations and the experiment
methodology the results are tentative. Studying the behaviour of the runtime with very
large number of connections is out of scope of this thesis and is left for future work.

The overarching conclusion drawn from these experiments is that all three runtime
paradigms provide somewhat competitive I/O multiplexing performance. Event-driven
execution slightly outperforms user threading, and both are noticeably more scalable than
system threading. Of all user-level threading systems evaluated here, only the fibre runtime
is efficient and scalable enough to perform on par with event-driven execution for these
stress-testing I/O multiplexing benchmarks.
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Figure 4.8: Web Server (16 cores)
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4.6 Application Evaluation

Memcached is an in-memory key-value store, primarily used as an object cache for the
results of dynamic queries in web applications. It is a mature software system that is de-
ployed in a broad range of large-scale production environments [62]. The server is designed
as an event-driven state machine, which is replicated across multiple system threads to
utilize processor cores. It thus supports multi-core execution and shared mutable state,
but has a simpler software structure than contemporary production-grade web servers or
database servers. These characteristics make it the ideal candidate for studying different
runtime paradigms.

An adaptation of the original Memcached source code is presented here that has a min-
imal set of modifications to convert the execution model to thread-per-connection without
loosing essential functionality. In particular, the core state machine for processing requests
is still present in the modified version, but it is synchronously driven by a separate thread
or fibre for each connection. This approach enables a more equitable comparison of run-
time systems than using two entirely different implementations of an application, but it is
slightly biased in favour of event-driven execution. The minimal port of Memcached might
not realize certain efficiency gains that would be possible with a completely synchronous
multi-threaded implementation. However, given the state of the art in production-level
systems, fine-grained multi-threading is clearly the challenger in this comparison. There-
fore, an evaluation with a slight bias in favour of the event-driven model establishes a
useful lower bound for the relative performance of multi-threading.

4.6.1 Memcached Transformation

Memcached provides a platform to test all the components of the runtime in a single appli-
cation. It is a multithreaded network server that uses mutex locks to provide an in-memory
key/value storage. Therefore, scheduler, I/O subsystem, and synchronization infrastruc-
ture can be evaluated together using Memcached. The original Memcached implemented
an N-copy event-based programming model. Hence, to evaluate the user-level threading
runtime, Memcached needs to be transformed to a fibre-per-connection model.

The first step to transforming Memcached for thread-per-connection processing is fa-
cilitated in 10 steps, each of which results in a working version with good performance.
The combined changes of these modifications amount to adding 969 lines of code, while
removing 373 lines and the dependency on libevent [133]. One more update replaces
system threads with fibres resulting in another code delta of +554/-452 lines. In total,
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this changes about 5% of Memcached’s direct code base. These changes are applied to
Memcached 1.5.7, which is the version used for the experimental evaluation. The updates
remove some functionality and protocol operations that do not affect performance, but
would increase the complexity of the port: per-thread statistics aggregation, application-
level connection timeouts, as well as the monitoring commands ’lru crawler metadump’
and ’watch’. Also, Memcached uses stop-the-world synchronization to halt all operations
during the resizing of its central hash table. The fibre runtime provides similar functional-
ity, but incurs a somewhat higher latency. While this scenario does not matter in reality,
since hash table resizing is extremely rare and never undone, it would affect short-term
benchmark experiments. Therefore, this functionality is not used during the performance
evaluation.

4.6.2 Performance Evaluation

The thread-per-connection version of Memcached is used to evaluate the performance of
user-level fibres and system threads in comparison with the original event-driven imple-
mentation – termed ‘Vanilla’ for this presentation. Because the original structure and logic
of the application is left intact, the evaluation can use simple and straightforward stress-
testing experiment setups. The experiments use the Mutilate load generator [119]. In all
experiments, the server uses up to 16 cores, while the remaining 48 cores (or 16 cores in
the Intel machine) are used for load generation. This ensures that the load generator does
not become a bottleneck and always provides ample work for the server. The Memcached
server is always run with a sufficiently high memory limit (-m 65536) and connection limit
(-c 65536) to accommodate all experiments. To eliminate the effects of hash table resizing
from these experiments, the server is also started with a sufficiently sized hash table (-o
hashpower=28). The load generator is run with a pipeline depth of 16 except where noted.
It runs a 10-second warm-up period, followed by 60 seconds of experiment time. For all
experiments, the average throughput, average CPU usage, and an averaged latency profile
are reported. The latency profile shows the 10th percentile, average, and 90th percentile
request latency as measured by the client, each averaged over the experiment runs. Except
where noted, the maximum CV is 0.05.

Different Runtime Systems

The first experiment investigates scalability with an increasing number of cores. It is set
up with 6,000 connections. The results can be found in Figure 4.10. All systems perform
similarly in terms of throughput and scale well up to 16 cores. As expected, the CPU usage
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Figure 4.10: Memcached - Core Scalability (6,000 connections, write ratio 0.1)

increases linearly. The latency curves for Vanilla and Fibre also look as expected. However,
for the Pthreads implementation, while the average latency is similar to the other systems,
the 10th percentile is always extremely small, while the average 90th percentile latency is
quite long and even crosses the average latency curve. A detailed data inspection shows
that the latency distribution for Pthreads is heavier-tailed versus the other two systems
and somewhat erratic with respect to the number of cores. Consequently, these data points
also have a substantially higher variation than others. This behaviour is suspected to be
rooted in the Linux kernel scheduler, but a deeper investigation is currently outside of the
scope of this work.

The next experiment, reported in Figure 4.11, studies the performance for a varying
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Figure 4.11: Memcached - Connection Scalability (16 cores, write ratio 0.1)

number of connections with a fixed number of 16 cores. Again, all systems have similar
throughput, and scale well up to 60,000 connections. Only Pthreads shows erratic results
with respect to CPU usage and the data points have a substantially higher variation. Here
a bookkeeping problem is suspected in the kernel, although this might also be related
to scheduling. Then again, Pthreads’ throughput performance in this experiment is indis-
putable. Its latency again shows a heavier-tailed distribution versus the other two systems,
increasingly so with an increasing number of connections. The per-connection memory con-
sumption for the Vanilla implementations is 12 KB, while both threaded versions use about
16 KB memory per connection.

The previous two experiments use a write ratio of 0.1, which is reasonable test value for
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Figure 4.12: Memcached - Read/Write Scalability With Blocking Mutex (16 cores, 6,000
connections)

Memcached, because it is intended as a caching store. However, as a matter of principle,
it is also interesting to see how performance changes in relation to this parameter, because
it affects the locking intensity in the server. Furthermore, Memcached with an increased
write ratio can provide a preliminary estimate of the performance behaviour of a database
system with a transactional workload. Thus, in the third experiment the number of cores
is fixed at 16 and the number of connections at 6,000, while the write ratio is varied.
Moreover, the hierarchical polling design that uses a poller fibre to poll the network is
added to the experiments and denoted as ‘Fibre PF’. The results are shown in Figure 4.12
and 4.13. Figure 4.12 illustrates the results from the experiments, where all runtimes
utilize a blocking mutex for synchronization. Pthreads shows stable results, but CPU usage
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Figure 4.13: Memcached - Read/Write Scalability With Spin-block Mutex (16 cores, 6,000
connections)
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increases with a higher write ratio, despite the decline in throughput. Also, a heavier-tailed
latency distribution, especially at higher write ratios, is apparent again. The Fibre system
with a poller thread performs better than Vanilla at higher write ratios, but at the expense
of a heavier-tailed latency distribution. The performance gap is stable and significant. The
‘Fibre PF’ variation has lower performance at low write ratios but performs better than
all other runtimes at higher write ratios with better overall latency. In addition, the ‘Fibre
PF’ variation has slightly better CPU utilization than the version with a poller thread
polling in a tight loop.

Figure 4.13 illustrates the results from the same experiment where all runtimes uses a
spin-block mutex. A Spin-block mutex spins for a while before blocking the fibre instead
of immediately blocking the fibre when the lock is not available. With this version, the
Fibre runtime is showing increasingly better performance than the vanilla version at higher
write ratio. Further investigation reveals that spinning can avoid blocking in some cases and
therefore reduces the number of times the processors run out of work. When processors
frequently run out of work, they signal the poller thread more frequently and therefore
increase the polling frequency and the polling overhead. In this case, using a spin-block
mutex helps to improve the performance. The performance gap between the ‘Fibre PF’
and the Fibre variations are also smaller than when a blocking mutex is used. CPU usage
for both blocking and spin-block cases are very similar to each other. Pthreads still show
stable results but it has heavy-tailed latency distribution at high rate ratios.

Fibre Runtime Variations

The last experiment evaluates a few system-level design variations that are possible with
the fibre runtime. The first variant uses affinity to pin system threads to cores, while the
second variant replaces the default lock-free Nemesis queue data structure with a regular
queue protected by a single spin lock. The third variant does not use work-stealing and
in the fourth variant, baton passing is added to the user-level blocking mutex locks to
pass the ownership among the fibres in a strict FIFO manner. The results, illustrated
in Figure 4.14, show that other than the two variants, one without work-stealing and
one with baton passing, none of these low-level changes really matter for Memcached’s
performance, at least for this experiment. The results shows that work-stealing improves
the overall performance of the application and lowers the latency by slightly increasing the
CPU utilization as the number of cores increases. The baton passing variant has lower
throughput, higher latency, and higher CPU usage than other variants as expected. The
reason is that most fibres are delayed when the ownership is directly passed to a fibre
blocked on the lock. This delay affects the overall performance and latency of the system
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Figure 4.14: Memcached - Runtime Variations (12,000 connections, write ratio 0.1)

as fibres have to wait longer before they can acquire the lock.

Facebook Request Stream

All previous experiments use simple fixed distributions for key size, value size, and inter-
arrival time of the requests in the benchmark. However, these values do not reflect real-
world applications. Mutilate [119] provides hard-coded distributions for key and value
sizes and inter-arrival time of the requests that are extracted from five workloads from
Facebook’s Memcached deployment [15]. The next experiment uses the same setup as the
previous experiments but uses these distributions to evaluate the runtimes using a more
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Figure 4.15: Memcached - Facebook Read/Write Scalability With Blocking Mutex (16
cores, 6,000 connections)

realistic workload. The results are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. Overall the
latency and throughput results are very similar to the previous experiments. However,
Pthreads has higher CPU usage for the case with blocking mutex, and Fibre has lower
CPU usage for the case with a spin-block mutex.

The previous experiment is using a pipeline depth of 16 to send 16 GET and SET
operations in a single request. However, as discussed in Section 4.3, Fibre does not deliver
the same performance as the event-based counterparts when the pipeline depth is set to
1. Therefore, as a matter a principle a new experiment similar to the previous experiment
is executed but the pipeline depth is set to one. The results are shown in Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.16: Memcached - Facebook Read/Write Scalability With Spin-block Mutex (16
cores, 6,000 connections)
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Figure 4.17: Memcached - Facebook Pipeline Depth 1 With Blocking Mutex (16 cores,
6,000 connections)

and 4.18. Indeed, the results show that using the default settings in Fibre, i.e. using a
poller thread that polls in a tight loop, the runtime cannot deliver the same throughput
as the Vanilla version. In addition, the ‘Fibre PF’ variant is showing lower throughput
and higher average latency in this experiment. Moreover, the 90 percentile latency is also
larger than the Vanilla version. Both variants of the Fibre runtime are still doing better
than Pthreads both in terms of throughput and latency. Hence, as discussed in Section 4.3,
the I/O polling mechanism should be chosen according to the type of workload and the
machine that is used to run the application.
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Figure 4.18: Memcached - Facebook Pipeline Depth 1 With Spin-block Mutex (16 cores,
6,000 connections)
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Chapter 5

Actor Scheduling

The runtime presented in Chapter 3 re-uses existing concepts, which have been formulated
for data-flow programming and/or the actor model, to exploit deferral, batching, and
parallelism. The runtime is mainly created to study various design choices for different
component of a user-level runtime for threading. However, the results should ultimately
be well suited to support programming paradigms such as as actors, CSP, and data-flow
programming since the requirements are very similar.

Nonetheless, the behaviour of these systems differ from the behaviour of the network
servers that are evaluated using the user-level threading runtime in the previous chapter.
For instance, workloads in an actor system are often more dynamic, i.e., actors create
other actors, and there are data dependencies among actors, i.e., actors send messages to
each other. Consequently, the scheduling of actor objects has different requirements than
that of network servers that simply accept connections and serve requests. Hence, this
chapter explores the characteristics of actor-based applications that affect the design of a
work-stealing scheduler. Furthermore, a locality-aware work-stealing scheduler for actors
is proposed and evaluated using benchmarks and a chat server application.

5.1 Related Work

The original work-stealing algorithm uses Randomized Work Stealing (RWS) that indicates
when a processor runs out of work, it randomly chooses a victim to steal from. The first
randomized work-stealing algorithm for fully-strict computing was introduced in [28]. The
algorithm has an expected execution time of T1/P + O(T∞) on P processors, and also
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has much lower communication cost than work sharing. For message-driven applications,
such as those built with actor-based programming, these bounds can only be regarded
as an approximation. The reason is that deep recursion does not occur in event-based
actor systems, since computation is driven by asynchronous message passing and cannot
be considered as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [47].

It has been shown that work stealing fundamentally is efficient for message-driven
applications [215]. However, random victim selection is not scalable [61], because it does not
take into account locality, architectural diversity, and the memory hierarchy [215, 84, 140].
In addition, RWS does not consider data distribution and the cost of inter-node task
migration on NUMA platforms [72, 147, 140]. Since there has been very limited work
on locality-aware scheduling for actors, this thesis studies and investigates the effect of
different locality-aware schedulers on actor frameworks.

There has been very limited research addressing locality-aware or specifically NUMA-
aware scheduling for actor runtime systems. Francesquini et al. [72] provide a NUMA-aware
runtime environment based on the Erlang virtual machine. They identify actor lifespan and
communication cost as information that the actor runtime can use to improve performance.
Actors with a longer lifespan that create and communicate with many short-lived actors
are called hub actors. The proposed runtime system lowers the communication cost among
actors and their hub actor by placing the short-lived actors on the same NUMA node as
the hub actor, called home node. When a worker thread runs out of work, it first tries
to steal from workers on the same NUMA node. If unsuccessful, the runtime system tries
to migrate previously migrated actors back to that home node. The private heap of each
actor is allocated on the home node, so executing on the home node improves locality. As
a last resort the runtime steals actors from other NUMA nodes and moves them to the
worker’s NUMA node.

Although the evaluation results look promising, the caveat, as stated by the authors,
is in assuming that hub actors are responsible for the creation of the majority of actors.
This hypotheses is a strong assumption and only applies to some applications. Also,
when multiple hub actors are responsible for creating actors, the communication pattern
among none-hub actors can still be complicated. Another assumption is that all NUMA
nodes have the same distance from each other, and the scheduler does not take the CPU
cache hierarchy into account. The approach presented takes advantage of knowledge that is
available within the Erlang virtual machine, but not necessarily available in an unmanaged
language runtime, such as CAF.

In contrast, a locality-aware scheduler is proposed in this chapter that is not based on
any assumptions about the communication pattern among actors or information available
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through a virtual machine runtime. Instead, it is solely focused on improving performance
by improving the scheduler. Also, the full extent and variability of the memory hierarchy
is taken into account.

A simple affinity-type modification to task scheduling is reported in [216]. Tasks in
this system are blocking on a channel waiting for messages to arrive, and thus show similar
behaviour to actors waiting on empty mailboxes. In contrast to basic task scheduling, an
existing task that is unblocked is never placed on the local queue. Instead, it is always
placed at the end of the queue of the worker thread previously executing the task. A task is
only migrated to another worker thread by stealing. It is important to note the difference
between creating a task and unblocking a task. Newly created tasks are still placed on the
local queue, but unblocking existing tasks places them on the local queue of the processor
they were blocked on.

This modification leads to significant performance improvements for certain workloads
and thus contradicts assumptions about treating the queues in LIFO manner. However, the
system has a well-defined communication pattern and long task lifespans, in contrast to an
actor system that is non-deterministic with a mixture of short- and long-lived actors. Using
a hierarchical scheduler both LIFO and affinity policies are implemented and evaluated,
and the results are presented in Section 5.4.

Wolke et al. [222] present modifications to the CAF scheduler using LIFO and affinity
policies. The details of the implementation slightly differs from what is presented here but
ultimately the authors present similar results to this work and draw similar conclusions.
However, the authors mainly compare CAF against other frameworks and different policies
are only evaluated by benchmarks. In contrast, the focus of this work is to compare these
policies against each other and evaluate them using both benchmarks and a large-scale real
world application. It is shown later in this chapter that the conclusions drawn from the
benchmarks does not apply to a large-scale application due to added contention.

Various locality-aware work-stealing schedulers have been proposed for other parallel
programming models and shown to improve performance. Suksompong et al. [188] inves-
tigate localized work-stealing and provide running time bounds when workers try to steal
their own work back. Acar et al. [5] study the data locality of work-stealing scheduling
on shared-memory machines and provide lower and upper bounds for the number of cache
misses, and also provide a locality-guided work-stealing scheduling scheme. Chen et al. [48]
present a cache-aware two-tier scheduler that uses an automatic partitioning method to
divide an execution DAG into the inter-chip tier and the intra-chip tier.

Olivier et al. [146] provide a hierarchical scheduling strategy where threads on the
same chip share a FIFO task queue. In this proposal, load balancing is performed by work
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sharing within a chip, while work-stealing only happens among chips. In follow-up work,
the proposal is improved by using a shared LIFO queue to exploit cache locality between
sibling tasks as well as between a parent and newly created task [147]. Moreover, the
work-stealing strategy is changed, so that only a single thread can steal work on behalf
of other threads on the same chip to limit the number of costly remote steals. Pilla et
al. [156] propose a hierarchical load-balancing approach to improve the performance of
applications on parallel multi-core systems and show that Charm++ can benefit from such
a NUMA-aware load balancing strategy.

Min et al. [140] propose a hierarchical work-stealing scheduler that uses the Hierarchical
Victim Selection (HVS) policy to determine from which thread a thief steals work, and the
Hierarchical Chunk Selection (HCS) policy that determines how much work a thief steals
from the victim. The HVS policy relies on the scheduler having information about the
memory hierarchy: cache, socket, and node (this work also considers many-core clusters).
Threads first try to steal from the nearest neighbours and only upon failure move up
the locality hierarchy. The number of times that each thread tries to steal from different
levels of the hierarchy is configurable. The victim selection strategy presented here in
Section 5.3 is similar to HVS, but takes NUMA distances into account. The HCS policy
allows stealing a chunk of tasks from the task queue of the victim thread on another node
for better scalability. However, within the same node, small chunk sizes (1 or 2) have been
shown to provide sufficiently good performance.

Drebes et al. [63, 64] combine topology-aware work-stealing with work pushing and
dependence-aware memory allocation to improve NUMA locality and performance for data-
flow task parallelism. Work pushing transfers a task to a worker whose node contains the
task’s input data according to some dependence heuristics. Each worker has a MPSC
FIFO queue in addition to a work-stealing deque. The MPSC queue is only processed
when the deque is empty. However, this approach is not applicable to a latency-sensitive
actor application for two reasons: first, the actor model is non-deterministic and data
dependence difficult to infer at runtime. Second, adding a lower-priority MPSC queue
adds complexity and can cause some actors to be inactive for a long time, which violates
fairness and thus causes long tail latencies for the application.

Moreover, the proposed deferred memory allocation relies on knowing the task depen-
dencies in advance, which is not possible with the actor model. Also, producers write data
to data buffers of each task and the proposed algorithm defers the allocation of each data
buffer to when the node of the worker that executes the producer is known. This approach
avoids costly remote write accesses and allows producers to write locally, which results in
significant performance improvements. However, senders of messages in the actor model
create the messages locally and only place a pointer in the single mailbox of the receiver.
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Therefore, this optimization cannot be applied to the actor model. The topology-aware
work-stealing introduced by this work is similar to the work presented here, but it is eval-
uated in combination with deferred memory allocation and work-pushing. Thus, it is not
possible to discern the isolated contribution of topology-aware work-stealing.

Majo et al. [130] point out that optimizing for data locality can counteract the benefits
of cache contention avoidance and vice versa. In Section 5.4 results that demonstrate this
effect for actor workloads are presented where aggressive optimization for locality increases
the last-level cache contention.

5.2 Characteristics of Actor Applications

Key operations can be slowed down when an actor migrates to another core on a NUMA
system, depending on the NUMA distance. This performance degradation can come from
messages that arrive from another core, or from accessing the actor’s state that is allo-
cated on a different NUMA node. Depending on the type of actor and the communication
pattern, the amount of degradation differs. Therefore, improving locality does not benefit
all workloads. The following factors in applications and workloads for actor-based pro-
gramming are identified that can affect the performance of a work-stealing scheduler on a
hierarchical NUMA machine:

1. Memory allocated for actor and access pattern: Actors sometimes only perform com-
putations on data passed to them through messages. For simplicity, actors that only
depend on message data are denoted as stateless actors, and actors that do manage
local state are denoted as stateful actors.

Stateful actors allocate local memory upon creation and access it or perform other
computations depending on the type of a message and their state when they receive
a message. A stateful actor with sizable state and intensive memory access to that
state is better executed closer to the NUMA node where it is created. Also, for better
cache locality, especially if the actor receives messages from its spawner frequently, it
is better to keep such an actor on the same core, or a core that shares a higher-level
CPU cache with the spawner core. The reason is that those messages are hot in the
cache of the spawner actor.

On the other hand, stateless actors do not allocate any local memory and can be
spawned multiple times for better scalability. For such actors, the required memory
to process messages is allocated when they start processing a message and deallocated
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when the processing is done. Therefore, the only substantial memory that is accessed
is the one allocated for the received message by the sender of that message. Such
actors are better executed closer to the message sender.

2. Message size and access pattern: The size of messages has a direct impact on the
performance and locality of actors on NUMA machines. Messages are allocated on
the NUMA node of the sender, but accessed on the core that is executing the receiver
actor. If the size of messages is typically larger than the size of the local state of an
actor, and the receiving actor accesses the message intensively, actors are better to
be activated on the same node as the sender of the message.

3. Communication pattern: Since the actor model is non-deterministic, it is difficult
to generally analyze the communication pattern among actors. Two actors that
are sending messages to each other can go through different states and thus have
various memory-access patterns. In addition, the type and size of each message
can vary depending on the state of the actor. No assumptions is made about the
communication pattern of actors, unlike others [72].

Aside from illustrating the trade-offs involved in actor scheduling, these observations
are also useful to determine which benchmarks realistically demonstrate the benefits of
locality-aware work stealing schedulers and which represent worst-case tests.

5.3 Locality-Aware Scheduler (LAS)

The locality-aware scheduler consists of three stages: memory hierarchy detection, work
placement, and work stealing. When an application starts running, the scheduler deter-
mines the memory hierarchy of the machine. Also, a new actor is placed on the local or
a remote NUMA node depending on the type of the actor. Finally, when a worker thread
runs out of work, it uses a locality-aware policy to steal work from another worker thread.

5.3.1 Memory Hierarchy Detection

The work-stealing algorithm needs to be aware of the memory hierarchy of the underlying
system. In addition to the cache and NUMA hierarchy, differing distances between NUMA
nodes are an important factor in deciding where to steal tasks from. Access latencies can
vary significantly based on the topological distance between access node and storage node.
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The scheduler builds a representation of the locality hierarchy using the hwloc li-
brary [36] that uses hardware information to determine the memory hierarchy, which the
scheduler represents as a tree. The root is a place-holder representing the whole system,
while intermediate levels represent NUMA nodes and groups, taking into account NUMA
distances. Subsequent nodes represent shared caches and the leaves represent the cores on
the system. This representation is independent from any particular hardware architecture.

Actor Placement

For fully-strict computations, data dependencies of a task only go to its parent. Thus
the natural placement for new tasks is the core of the parent task. However, actors can
communicate arbitrarily and thus, local placement of newly created actors does not guar-
antee the best performance. For example, actors receiving remote messages pollute the
CPU cache for actors that execute later and process messages from their parents. Also,
as stated earlier, depending on the size of the message in comparison to state variables,
placing the actor in the sender’s NUMA node can help or hurt performance. Determining
the best strategy at runtime without future information can add significant overhead, and
there is no apparent optimal approach.

The exception are hub actors [72], i.e., long-living actors that spawn many children
and communicate with them frequently. Such actors place high demand on the memory
allocator and can interfere with each other if placed on the same NUMA node. Furthermore,
if a locality-aware affinity policy tries to keep actors on their home node, placing multiple
hub actors on the same NUMA node further increases contention over shared resources
and thus reduces the performance. Hence, the scheduler uses the same algorithm for
initial placement of hub actors [72] to spread them across different NUMA nodes. The
programmer needs to annotate hub actors. The system then tags corresponding structures
at compile time and the runtime scheduler uses this information to place such actors far
from each other.

5.3.2 Locality-aware Work-stealing

A locality-aware victim selection policy attempts to keep tasks closer to the core that
created them or was running them previously to take advantage of better cache local-
ity. Depending on the hardware architecture, cores might share a higher-level CPU cache.
Therefore, in the scheduler, the thief worker thread first steals from worker threads exe-
cuting on nearby cores in the same NUMA node with shared caches to improve locality. If
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there is no work available in the local NUMA node, the hierarchical victim selection policy
tries to steal jobs from worker threads of other NUMA nodes with increasing NUMA dis-
tance. The goal of NUMA-aware work stealing is to avoid migrating actors among NUMA
nodes to the extent possible, and thus to remove the need for remote memory accesses.

Limiting the worker threads to initially choose their victims within their own NUMA
node can lead to more frequent contention over deques on the local NUMA node in com-
parison to using the random victim selection strategy. For example, if a single queue still
has work, while all other worker threads run out of work, is the worst-case scenario for a
work-stealing scheduler. However, this case appears frequently in actor applications, where
a hub actor creates multiple actors and other worker threads steal from the local deque
of the thread that runs the hub actor. Further investigations shows that when stealing
fine-grained tasks with workloads that are 20µs or shorter, the performance penalty ratio
increases exponentially as the number of thief threads increase. For more coarse-grained
tasks, the performance penalty is not significant, since the probability of contention de-
creases.

To alleviate this problem, the scheduler keeps track of the number of threads per NUMA
node that are polling the local node. This number is used along with the approximate size
of the deques in the node to reduce the number of threads that are simultaneously polling
a deque (see Algorithm 2). If there is only a single non-empty deque and more than half of
threads under that node are polling that deque, the thief thread backs off and tries again
later.

In addition, polling the queue of many other worker threads with empty queues can
result in wasting CPU cycles when the number of potential victims is limited. In CAF, a
worker thread constantly polls its own deque and after a certain number of attempts, polls
a victim deque. To avoid wasting CPU cycles, the deque is modified and an approximate
size of the deque using a counter is added to it. A thief uses this approximate size when
it attempts to steal from other workers executing on the same NUMA node. If there are
non-empty queues, it chooses one randomly, otherwise if all the queues are empty, the thief
immediately moves up to the next higher level (Algorithm 2). This approach removes the
overhead of polling empty queues on the local NUMA node and thus decreases the number
of wasted CPU cycles. Since there is a fixed number of cores on a NUMA node, scanning
their queue sizes adds little overhead that remains constant even when the application
scales.

When a worker runs out of work, it becomes a thief and uses the memory hierarchy
tree provided by the scheduler to perform hierarchical victim selection as described in
Algorithm 2. The updated vertex v is passed to the function each time to complete the
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tree traversal. An empty result or a victim with an empty deque means that the thief has
to try again.

Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Victim Selection

1: T: Memory hierarchy tree
2: C: Set of cores under v
3: p: Number of threads polling under local NUMA node
4: r: Number of steal attempts for v
5: procedure ChooseVictim(v)
6: if r = Size(C) and v 6= root(T ) then
7: v ← parent(v)

8: if v is in local NUMA node then
9: S = {s | all non-empty local deques}

10: if S = ∅ then
11: v ← parent(v)

12: else if size(S) = 1 and p > size(C)
2

then
13: return ∅
14: else return random from S
15: return random from C

Two variants of the Locality-Aware Scheduler (LAS) are created that differ in their
placement strategy. When an existing actor is unblocked by a message, the local variant
(Locality-Aware Scheduler/Local (LAS/L)) places the actor on the local deque, while the
affinity variant (Locality-Aware Scheduler/Affinity (LAS/A)) places the actor at the end
of the deque of the worker thread previously executing it. In both cases, newly created
actors are pushed to the head of the local deque. LAS/L is similar to typical work-
stealing placement where all activated and newly created tasks are pushed to the head
of the local deque. LAS/A improves actor-to-thread (and thus to-core) affinity, because
actors are moved only by stealing. However, it adds overhead to saturated workers and
increases contention when placing actors on remote deques, which is further discussed in
Section 5.4.3.

5.4 Experiments and Evaluation

Experiments are conducted on an Intel and an AMD machine with different NUMA and
memory hierarchies described in Chapter 4. The experiments are performed with CAF
version 0.12.2, compiled with GCC 5.4.0, on Ubuntu Linux 16.04 with kernel 4.4.0.
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The experiments compare CAF’s default Randomized Work Stealing (RWS) scheduler
with LAS/L and LAS/A. First, the performance is evaluated using benchmarks to study the
effect of scheduling policy on different communication patterns and message sizes. Next, a
simple chat server is used to observe the efficiency of schedulers for an application that has
a large number of actors with non-trivial communication patterns, different behaviours,
and various message sizes.

5.4.1 Benchmarks

The first set of experiments attempts to isolate the effects of each scheduling policy for dif-
ferent actor communication patterns. A subset of benchmarks from the BenchErl [13] and
Savina [98] benchmark suites is chosen that represents typical communication patterns used
in actor-based applications. Some of these benchmarks are adopted from task-parallelism
benchmarks, but modified to fit the actor model.

• Big (BIG): In a many-to-many message passing scenario many actors are spawned
and each one sends a ping message to all other actors. An actor responds with a
pong message to any ping message it receives.

• Bang (BANG): In a many-to-one scenario, multiple senders flood the one receiver
with messages. Senders send messages in a loop without waiting for any response.

• Logistic Map Series (LOGM): A synchronous request-response benchmark pairs con-
trol actors with compute actors to calculate logistic map polynomials through a
sequence of requests and responses between each pair.

• All-Pairs Shortest Path (APSP): This benchmark is a weighted graph exploration
application that uses the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to compute the shortest path
among all pairs of nodes. The weight matrix is divided into blocks. Each actor
performs calculations on a particular block and communicates with the actors holding
adjacent blocks.

• Concurrent Dictionary (CDICT): This benchmark maintains a key-value store by
spawning a dictionary actor with a constant-time data structure (hash table). It also
spawns multiple sender actors that send write and read requests to the dictionary
actor. Each request is served with a constant-time operation on the hash table.

• Concurrent Sorted Linked-List (CSLL): This benchmark is similar to CDICT but
the data-structure has linear access time (linked list). The time to serve each request
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depends on the type of the operation and the location of the requested item. Also,
actors can inquire about the size of the list, which requires iterating through all items.

• NQueens first N Solutions (NQN): A divide-and-conquer style algorithm searches a
solution for the problem: “How can N queens be placed on an N × N chessboard,
so that no pair attacks each other?”

• Trapezoid approximation (TRAPR): This benchmark consists of a master actor that
partitions an integral and assigns each part to a worker. After receiving all responses
they are added up to approximate the total integral. The message size and compu-
tation time is the same for all workers.

• Publish-Subscribe (PUBSUB): Publish/subscribe is an important communication pat-
tern in actor programs that is used extensively in many applications, such as chat
servers and message brokers. This benchmark is implemented using CAF’s group
communication feature and measures the end-to-end latency of individual messages.
It represents a one-to-many communication pattern where a publisher actor sends
messages to multiple subscribers. Actors can subscribe to more than one publisher.

5.4.2 Experiments

The benchmark results are shown in Figure 5.1. The execution time is the average of
10 runs and normalized to the slowest scheduler (lower is better). All experiments are
configured to keep all cores busy most of the time, i.e., the system operates at peak load.

The RWS scheduler performs relatively better for the BIG benchmark and it outper-
forms both LAS/L and LAS/A. This benchmark represents a symmetric many-to-many
communication pattern where all actors are sending messages to each other. This work-
load benefits from a symmetric distribution of work. Other experiments (not shown here)
show that using the NUMA interleave memory allocation policy improves the performance
further. For this particular workload, improving locality does not translate to improving
the performance.

The BANG benchmark represents workloads using many-to-one communication. Mes-
sages have very small sizes and no computation is performed. Since the receiver’s mailbox
is the bottleneck, improving locality does not significantly affect the overall performance.
LAS/L only improves the performance slightly by allocating more messages on the local
node.
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LOGM and APSP both create multiple actors during startup and each actor frequently
communicates with a limited number of other actors. In addition, computation depends
on an actor’s local state and message content. For both workloads, LAS/L and LAS/A
outperform RWS by a great margin. In such workloads, each actor can only be activated
by one of the actors it communicates with. If one of the communicating actors is stolen
and executes on another core, in RWS and LAS/L, it causes the other actors to follow
and execute on the new core upon activation. Since all actors maintain local state that is
allocated upon creation of the actor, all actors that are part of the communication group
experience longer memory access times if one of them migrates to another NUMA node.
Keeping actors on the same NUMA node and closer to the core they were running before
can prevent this.

LAS/A improves performance further by preventing other actors from migrating along
with the stolen actor. Even though actors are occasionally moved to another NUMA node,
the rest of the group stays on their own NUMA node. Thus, LAS/A performs better
than LAS/L by preventing group migration of actors. For LOGM, since each pair of
actors is isolated from other actors, stealing one actor translates to moving one other actor
along with it. However, in APSP each actor communicates with multiple actors, which
means stealing one actor can cause a chain reaction and several actors that do not directly
communicate with the stolen actor might also migrate. LAS/A therefore has a stronger
effect on APSP than LOGM.

CDICT and CSLL represent workloads where a central actor spawns multiple worker
actors and communicates with them frequently. The central actor is responsible for manag-
ing a data structure and receives read and write requests from the worker actors. CDICT
benefits from improved locality provided by both locality-aware schedulers. Since the ma-
jority of operations are allocating and accessing messages between the central actor and
the worker actors, placing worker actors closer to the central actor leads to improved per-
formance due to faster memory accesses. In CDICT all requests are served from a hash
table in roughly constant time. In such a setting, LAS/A can cause an imbalance in service
times, because some actors are being placed on cores with higher memory access times.
Since the service time for each request is fairly small, this additional overhead can slightly
slow down the application.

However, in CSLL, LAS/A outperforms LAS/L and RWS. First, the overhead that
LAS/A imposes on the central actor becomes negligible in comparison with the linear
lookup time into the linked list. Because of the resulting increased service times, most
actors ultimately become inactive, waiting for a response from the central actor. The
corresponding worker threads end up being idle and seeking work. With LAS/A, the
response unblocks a worker actor on its previous worker thread, so that execution can
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Figure 5.1: Scheduler Comparison

continue right away. However, LAS/L unblocks worker actors on the same worker thread
as the central actor. This introduces additional latency until the worker actor executes or
alternatively, until it is stolen by an idle worker thread.

NQN is a divide-and-conquer algorithm where a master actor is responsible for dividing
the work among a fixed number of worker actors. Each worker actor performs a recursive
operation on the task assigned to it and further divides the task to smaller subtasks.
But instead of spawning new actors, it reports back to the master actor that assigns the
new tasks to the worker actors in a round-robin fashion. Therefore, all worker actors
are constantly producing and consuming messages. The computation performed for each
message depends on the content of the message and all items in each message are accessed
during computation. Improving locality and placing worker actors closer to each other and
to the master actor has a significant impact on performance. LAS/L and LAS/A perform
5 times faster than RWS in this case.

In TRAPAR, worker actors receive a message from a master actor, perform some cal-
culations, send back a message, and exit. LAS/L and LAS/A improve the performance
up to 10 times for this benchmark. Since all actors are created on the local deque of the
master actor, and the tasks are very fine-grained, locality-aware scheduling increases the
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chance of local cores to steal and run these tasks closer to the master actor. Since all
communications are with the master actor, the performance is improved significantly.

The PUBSUB benchmark shows significant end-to-end message latency improvement
when the LAS/L policy is used in comparison with RWS. LAS/L keeps the subscribers
closer to the publisher that sends them a message and improves the locality. However,
LAS/A shows worse performance than the other two policies. Profiling the code reveals
that worker threads are stalled by lock contention most of the time. The reason is that with
LAS/A, worker threads place the newly created tasks on the deque of other cores rather
than the local core. Since publishers are constantly unblocking actors on other cores, this
leads to higher contention when there are large number of publishers and subscribers.

There are minor differences between the results from the AMD machine and the Intel
machine. These differences come from the differences in the NUMA setup of each machine,
explained at the beginning of this section. The probability that RWS moves tasks to a
NUMA node with higher access times is higher for the AMD machine. Thus, locality-aware
schedulers are slightly more effective on the AMD machine.

In general, the results indicate that workloads with many-to-many communication pat-
terns (BIG) do not benefit from locality-aware schedulers. Workloads where actors are
communicating with a small cluster of other actors (LOGM and APSP), actors communi-
cate with a central actor and access message contents (CDICT and CSLL), or actors com-
municate with a central actor one or multiple times and perform computations that depend
on the content of the message (NQN and TRAPR), benefit from locality-aware schedulers.
Moreover, in most cases where locality improves performance, LAS/A performs similar or
better in comparison with LAS/L. However, in one case (PUBSUB) LAS/A causes high
contention and a performance decrease.

Another experiment is performed to study the effect of message size on the performance
of locality-aware schedulers. The CDICT benchmark is modified to make the value size
configurable for each key-value pair. This affects the size of messages and the size of
memory operations performed by the central actor. Worker actors submit write requests
20% of the time. Figure 5.2 shows the results for this experiment executed on the AMD
machine. Experiments on the Intel machine show similar results, so are not shown here.

The results show that the LAS/L scheduler outperforms both RWS and LAS/A for value
sizes smaller than 256 words. LAS/L improves locality and since most messages and objects
fit into lower level caches (L1 and L2), improved locality further improves the performance.
RWS distributes tasks among NUMA nodes and therefore imposes higher memory access
times. LAS/A also adds additional overhead, because it causes the dictionary actor to
unblock some actors on remote NUMA nodes. However, as the value size gets larger,
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Figure 5.2: Effect of Message Size on Performance

messages and objects do not fit into lower level caches. Since LAS/L keeps most actors
on the same NUMA node as the dictionary actor, this creates contention in the L3 cache,
which slows down the dictionary actor. LAS/A, on the other hand, distributes actors to
other NUMA nodes as well, which avoids the contention in L3, such that remote access
overhead is compensated by lower contention. RWS also avoids the contention problem
and therefore the difference between LAS/L and RWS decreases. In fact, when increasing
the percentage of write requests, RWS can even outperform LAS/L as measured by another
experiment not presented here.

5.4.3 Chat Server

To evaluate both variants of LAS using a more realistic scenario, a chat server similar
to [164] is implemented that supports one-to-one and group chats. Each user (session) is
represented by an actor that holds the state for the session in the server application. Chat
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groups are created using the publish/subscribe based group communication in CAF. To
simplify the implementation, the server does not include network operations and the work-
load is generated and consumed in the same process. However, the chat server implements
pre- and post-processing operations that would normally be carried out in the context of
communication with remote clients, such as encryption.

Each user has a friend list, group list, and blocked list, which represent the correspond-
ing lists of users respectively. Information about each session and a log of messages is
stored in an in-memory key-value storage controlled by a database actor. In addition, each
session actor stores its information in a local cache controlled by a local cache actor. When
a session actor receives a message, it first decrypts the message, uses the receiver user ID
to find the reference to the receiving actor, and forwards the message to that actor. The
message is also logged in both the local cache and the central storage. When the receiver
actor receives the message, it first checks whether the sender is in its blocked list. If not,
it encrypts the message as if it was sent out to a remote client. If a message is sent to
a group, an actor representing the group forwards the message to all subscribers, which
creates a one-to-many communication pattern.

The chat server is configured to run with 1 million actors and 10000 groups. Each
user has a random number of friends (max. 100), subscribes to a random number of groups
(max. 10), and blocks a random number of users (max. 5). Random numbers are uniformly
distributed, and all session and group actors are spawned before the experiment starts. To
simulate receiving messages from users, every second each session actor uses a timer to send
a message with a random length (max 1024 bytes) to a randomly chosen user or group
from its friend or group list. 5% of the messages are sent to groups and the rest are direct
messages. The experiment drives each system to peak load. The overall throughput is
measured along with the end-to-end latency of each message from the moment the sender
actor (on the server side) generates the message until the moment the receiver actor is
ready to send it to the remote client.

Figure 5.3 uses letter-value plots to show the distribution of latencies using different
scheduling policies on the AMD and Intel machines. LAS/L has higher throughput and
better latency distribution than the other two policies on both AMD and Intel machines.
LAS/A has significant lower throughput than both RWS and LAS/L and the latency
distribution shows a higher average latency with a long latency tail that goes up to 1000
seconds on both machines. Profiling indicates that the workload is dominated by deque
lock contention, similar to PUBSUB. This contention causes variable and high latency
numbers, and fairly low throughput, because threads are relatively often blocked on a lock.

Hence, although LAS/A is performing fairly well in simple scenarios and benchmarks,
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Figure 5.3: Throughput and End-to-end Message Latency Distribution of the Chat Server.
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lock contention significantly affects its performance when the application scales and number
of actors increases. Therefore, the proposal in [216] does not apply to large-scale actor-
based applications. The LAS/L policy, on the other hand, shows stable performance
improvements over RWS and reduces the latency.
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Chapter 6

Utilization Model

This chapter aims to use a simplified model to determine the effects of lock-based mutual
exclusion on concurrent software. Particularly, the effect of lock contention on utilization
and the limits of increasing concurrency in applications with critical sections.

The effects of lock contention on scalability are known in principle and have been studied
before. Pan et al. [152] exploit queueing networks to model lock contention in applications
with locks. They use Mean Value Analysis (MVA) to predict lock contention; this model
is explained further later in this section. Dundas et al. [66] propose a probability model to
analyze the performance of multi-threaded locking in bucket hash tables. The authors use a
similar queueing model to Pan et al. [152] but directly calculate the contention probability
rather than using MVA. Tallent et al. [195] propose and evaluate three strategies to gain
insight into the performance loss due to lock contention. Eyerman et al. [69], propose
a probabilistic model to extend Amdahl’s law to applications with critical sections. In
addition, these effects are studied in the context of transactional databases [205, 101, 166,
9].

The models studied here represent a simple application with L locks, T threads and
C cores as presented in Algorithm 1 on Page 72. In addition, the following assumptions
about the program and the system are made for simplification:

• The number of threads are constant during the execution of the program, i.e., T is
fixed. In addition, each thread runs on a dedicated core, i.e., T = C.

• All threads have the same lock access pattern, therefore tcs and tncs are similar for
all threads.
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• The time it takes to acquire and release a lock does not change with increasing number
of threads and is always 0. However, this does not hold in reality, and increasing
number of threads affect the time it takes to hold the lock due to increased contention.

• It is assumed there are no additional overheads or delays in the system. In reality,
there are additional overheads coming from scheduling or cache misses, but these are
ignored in the model.

A probabilistic and an analytic model is used to demonstrate that the performance
of an application with critical sections increases with increased concurrency up to a point
beyond which the performance and utilization of the system does not increase by increasing
concurrency.

6.1 Probabilistic Model

Eyerman et al. [69] propose an extension to Amdahl’s law and show that parallel perfor-
mance is not only limited by the sequential part of the program, but is also fundamentally
limited by mutual exclusion. The extension to Amdahl’s law is deduced by a probabilistic
model that calculates the relative execution time of the program. The authors validate this
model using synthetic simulation. This model is used in this section to find the maximum
speedup and utilization of the system and the model is also evaluated by the benchmark
described in Algorithm 1 (Page 72).

The sequential execution of program is split into three fractions. These fractions are the
fractions of the time spent in each part of program normalized to the total time it takes for
the program to run sequentially without parallelization and mutual exclusion. fseq is the
sequential fraction of the program’s execution that cannot be parallelized. Further, fpar,ncs
is the fraction of the program that can be parallelized and does not need mutual exclusion,
i.e., it’s the non-critical section of the parallel fraction. Finally, fpar,cs is the fraction of
the program’s execution that can be parallelized but is a critical section and thus requires
mutual exclusion. The fractions sum up to one, i.e., fseq + fpar,ncs + fpar,cs = 1.

The authors provide the following equation and show that the total execution time of
a program with critical sections is proportional to:

Time ∝ fseq +max

(
fpar,csPcsPctn +

fpar,cs(1− PcsPctn) + fpar,ncs
T

;

fpar,csPctn +
fpar,cs(1− Pctn) + fpar,ncs

2T

) (6.1)
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Where Pctn is the contention probability, or the probability for two critical sections
to contend, i.e., both critical sections are protected by the same lock. Also, Pcs is the
probability for a critical section during parallel execution and is defined as:

Pcs = Pr
[
critical section

∣∣parallel
]

=
fpar,cs

fpar,ncs + fpar,cs
(6.2)

Equation 6.1 is based on the fractions of execution time normalized to the sequential
execution time. The expected value of the execution time of each iteration of the program
can be found by replacing the fractions with the actual execution time of each section
which yields the following:

Time(T ) = tseq +max

(
tpar,csPcsPctn +

tpar,cs(1− PcsPctn) + tpar,ncs
T

;

tpar,csPctn +
tpar,cs(1− Pctn) + tpar,ncs

2T

) (6.3)

Next, integrating the parameters from Algorithm 1 yields the formula to model the
expected time of each iteration. In the benchmark, there is no sequential part, i.e., tseq = 0.
In a single-threaded application, i.e., T = 1, there is no contention, hence Pctn = 0.
However, when T > 1 the probability for two threads contending with each other is the
probability of one thread picking a lock and the second thread choosing the same lock, i.e.,
Pctn = 1/L.

tseq = 0

tpar,cs = tcs

tpar,ncs = tncs

Pctn =

0, if T = 1
1

L
, otherwise

Pcs =
fpar,cs

fpar,ncs + fpar,cs
=

tcs
tncs + tcs

(6.4)
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Time(T ) = max

(
t2cs

L · (tncs + tcs)
+
tcs(1− tcs

L·(tncstcs)) + tncs

T
;

tcs
L

+
tcs · (1− 1

L
) + tncs

2T

) (6.5)

The throughput of the system is defined to be the total number of iterations that all
threads perform during the execution time of the program in each time unit. Throughput
is denoted by R(T ) where T is the number of threads used to run the program. Since the
right side of the Equation 6.5 approximates the time it takes to do a single iteration by
each thread, the overall throughput for a unit time with T threads, R(T ), can be calculated
as:

R(T ) =
1

Time(T )
(6.6)

This equation can be used to model the approximate throughput of the application.
Furthermore, assuming there are an infinite number of threads in the system, i.e., T →∞,
the maximum overall throughput of the program is calculated as:

lim
T→∞

R(T ) =
1

max

(
t2cs

L · (tncs + tcs)
;
tcs
L

)
=

L

tcs

(6.7)

Equation 6.7 indicates that the throughput of an application is limited by the number
of locks and is inversely proportional to the duration of the critical section.

Utilization is defined as the number of cores that are being utilized after the system
reaches steady state. The utilization is denoted by U(T ) where T is the number of threads
used to run the program. By normalizing the throughput to the throughput of a single
thread on a single core, which is R(1) = 1/(tcs + tncs), the expected number of utilized
cores can be obtained. Therefore, the expected utilization U(T ) of the application is:

U(T ) = R(T ) · (tcs + tncs) (6.8)
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The maximum utilization of the application is calculated as:

lim
T→∞

U(T ) =
L · (tcs + tncs)

tcs
(6.9)

Equation 6.9 shows there is an upper bound to application speed-up when concurrency
is increased.

6.2 Analytic Model

Pan et al. [152] provide an analytic model based on a closed queueing network. A queueing
network consists of a set of nodes where customers travel between nodes where they receive
a service. Each node can serve a single customer at a time (single server node) or multiple
customers at the same time (multiple server node), or infinite number of customers (delay
centers). When a customer arrives at a node with finite capacity (or service center) if the
node is already serving the maximum number of customers, the new customer has to wait
in a queue until one of the current customers leaves the node. However, if the node is a
delay center, all customers receive service immediately without waiting.

In addition, each node has an average service time and costumers leave the node after
the service time is passed. After customers are served at a node, they visit another node
with a given probability. The flow of customers among nodes is defined by a routing matrix
R, where Rij represents the probability that a customer visits node j after visiting node i.

There are two types of queueing networks, open and closed networks. In open networks,
customers constantly enter and leave the network at a certain rate and the network has
a maximum capacity after which the customers that are trying to enter the system are
rejected. However, a closed network has a constant number of customers and no customer
leaves or enters the network. All customers in a closed queueing network circulate among
different nodes in the network.

The program shown in Algorithm 1 can be modelled as a closed queueing network
where the number of customers is equal to the number of threads in the system (T ). Also,
locks are represented by single server nodes, where service time corresponds to the time
spent in the critical section (tcs). The number of these single server nodes are equal to the
number of locks (L). Moreover, the work done outside of the critical section is modelled as
a visit to a delay center (i.e., infinite-server node) at which queueing is never needed. The
service time (or delay) at the service center is equal to the time spent in the non-critical
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Figure 6.1: Closed queueing network for a program with 4 locks.

section (tncs). In addition, since locks are chosen randomly the probability that a customer
visits a single-server node after visiting the delay center is 1/L and the probability of
visiting the delay center after visiting one of the locked nodes is 1.

For instance, Figure 6.1 shows the closed queueing network network for an application
with L = 4 locks and T threads. The probabilities are shown on the edges and service
times are indicated on each node. Also, the routing matrix R is calculated as below if the
order of nodes is node0, node1, node2, node3 and node4 :

R =


0

1

L

1

L

1

L

1

L
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0


To solve the closed queueing network above, MVA [162] is used, which gives an exact

solution when service times are exponentially distributed. Pan et al. [152] model the lock
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contention and lock times, which are the mean queue length and the mean queuing time
in the one-server nodes. This model is used here to gain insight into the throughput
and utilization of an application with critical-sections. Using a class-dependent queueing
network, this model can be further extended to cover pipelined programs with multiple
locks with various lock holding times and access orders.

As an example, the utilization for 16 critical sections and tcs = tncs = 1 is shown in
Figure 6.2. The utilization limit is

lim
n→∞

U(n) =
L · (tcs + tncs)

tcs
= 16× 2 = 32. (6.10)

The graph shows both the probabilistic and the queueing-based model. These considera-
tions have an important implication for the performance potential of multi-threaded soft-
ware on multi-core hardware. When concurrent software must employ mutual exclusion,
increasing the number of threads can potentially increase utilization and thus performance.
It is also important to note that when the utilization provided by the model goes beyond
the number of available cores on the system, there is no additional benefits as the ap-
plication is limited by the number of cores on the system. The model is verified with a
benchmark presented in the next Section.

6.2.1 Experimental Verification

In this section, the utilization model is evaluated using the benchmark described in Algo-
rithm 1. Both work loops are set to 10µs (and 1ms in a second run). The number of locks
is L = 16 and the number of available cores is C = 32. Figure 6.3 shows the number of
work loops that are executed with an increasing number of system threads, normalized to
the work of a single thread. The maximum CV is 0.001. Because the model does not in-
clude any overhead associated with low-level contention, context-switching, or scheduling,
the maximum normalized work does not nearly reach 32 as predicted by the model, but
only close to 13 cores. However, when repeating the experiment with a larger work loop
(1ms), the overheads are more effectively masked and the normalized work converges to a
higher number, more than 21, also shown in Figure 6.3. In both cases, the shape of the
empirical curve resembles the shape of the models in Figure 6.2, which corroborates the
basic conjecture.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Summary and Conclusion

This thesis studies the performance of various user-level runtime systems and shows that
it is possible to build an efficient and low-overhead user-level runtime system to handle
large-scale concurrency. Scheduling and the I/O subsystem are identified as the primary
building blocks of a user-level runtime, which affect the overall performance of the concur-
rent applications. A secondary building block is efficient locks to handle synchronization
and mutual exclusion. Each of these components are studied in detail and multiple design
alternatives for each component are presented.

In addition, a M:N user-level threading runtime is designed and implemented from
scratch to study and evaluate the performance of these design alternatives. The goal
is to create a bare-bone threading-library to present conflating language features with
pure runtime-performance. The goal of this runtime is not to provide a comprehensive
solution for all use cases of a user-level threading runtime. Thereby, the runtime benefits
from a simple design and avoids the complexity and extra overhead of more sophisticated
solutions, such as Go. By providing various compile-time flags to easily switch among
different design alternatives, the runtime makes it possible to compare the performance of
the design alternatives with each other.

The scheduler is a simple cooperative scheduler that supports work-sharing, work-
pushing, and work-stealing strategies. The I/O subsystem is designed from scratch and
provides a synchronous blocking interface to interact with I/O. Distributed and central
polling mechanisms are presented for the I/O subsystem, and the frequency of polling is
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shown to present a trade-off between overhead and latency. The synchronization infras-
tructure provides a blocking interface at the user-level, and a barging spectrum is presented
that addresses approaches such as spinning, blocking, and baton passing.

The runtime is specifically designed to support large-scale network server applications
that serve millions of concurrent connections. Each component of the runtime is evaluated
individually using benchmarks and the results are compared with other M:N user-level
threading runtimes, system-threads, and a best-in-class event-driven system. In addition,
Memcached is used to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the runtime using a real-
world application. However, Memcached uses an event-based model and therefore it is
minimally transformed to use a thread-per-connection design that can operate with either
kernel-level or user-level threads.

The results demonstrate that the fibre runtime presented here provides superior effi-
ciency and performance compared to other user-level threading systems. This observation
is not intended as an overall judgment of other systems, which typically provide advanced
features not present in the fibre runtime. However, it does support the fundamental argu-
ment for this work – that a lean runtime is needed to fully understand the performance
potential of user-level threading. The runtime is the first M:N user-level threading run-
time that delivers this level of efficiency and scalability, comparable with a best-in-class
event-based system.

In addition, it is shown that, contrary to popular belief, pthreads can handle a very
large number of concurrent connections. The secondary conclusion from this work is that
all runtime paradigms can deliver competitive performance – with some individual trade-
offs. Most importantly, none of the runtime paradigms should be ruled out when assessing
programming patterns for an application.

This thesis also extends the performance evaluation of the scheduler component to
user-level actor runtime systems. An actor runtime has different requirements than a user-
level threading runtime. Various characteristics of the actor model and message passing
frameworks are investigated that can affect execution performance on NUMA machines.
It is conjectured that actors can benefit from locality-aware schedulers and a study of
the effectiveness of locality-aware schedulers for actor runtime systems is presented. In
addition, the applicability of existing work-stealing schedulers is discussed. These findings
are used to develop two variants of a novel locality-aware work stealing scheduler for the
C++ Actor Framework (CAF) runtime that takes into account the distance between cores
and NUMA nodes. The performance of these schedulers is compared with CAF’s default
randomized victim scheduler. Locality-aware work stealing shows comparable or better
performance in most cases. However, it is also demonstrated that the effectiveness of
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locality-aware schedulers depends on the workload.

In addition, two synchronization models are studied to understand the impact of con-
currency on applications. These models are used to estimate the maximum utilization
and throughput of applications that have critical sections. It is shown that without any
overhead, increasing concurrency can lead to better performance depending on the number
of locks, lock holding time, and the duration of the non-critical section of the applica-
tion. However, in reality a runtime system and synchronization add significant overhead,
and this subject should be further studied using real-world applications to understand the
impact on concurrency.

7.2 Future Work

This thesis attempts to provide an exhaustive evaluation of the user-level threading run-
time using benchmarks and applications. However, some follow-up investigations can be
done as complementary work. For instance, evaluating the capacity and behaviour of the
runtime in handling very large number of connections requires further investigations. All
experiments in this thesis are executed locally on a multi-core computer partitioned to run
both client and server to eliminate the cost of device communication. Therefore, evaluat-
ing the performance of the runtime using real network interactions is another interesting
direction for future work.

Furthermore, this thesis evaluates user-level runtimes using specific concurrent applica-
tions, for instance user-level threading is evaluated using network servers, while the actor
runtime is evaluated using communication patterns that exist in actor applications. How-
ever, there is an overlap between the functionalities of different user-level runtimes. For
instance, a work-stealing scheduler is used for HPC and also for network servers for better
resource utilization. But each application type has different requirements, and the question
is, to what extent these runtimes are similar in terms of scheduling requirements. Thus, a
further subject for research is to extend the user-level threading runtime presented in this
thesis for HPC workloads and to investigate whether the I/O component can satisfy HPC
requirements. Moreover, the actor model has always been studied separately from HPC
workloads; hence, another area for further research is to study the similarities between ac-
tor runtimes and HPC workloads and investigate whether the actor model can be applied
to address CPU bound HPC computations.

In the long run, this work might hint at a new division of work between kernel and user-
level. The preemptive kernel scheduler could focus on resource management and fairness
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between applications, while a multitude of modular user-level schedulers would be geared
towards the specific needs of different types of applications. In addition, the current polling
subsystem inside the kernel in Linux and FreeBSD have some shortcomings that lead to
unnecessary overhead when interacting with user-level threading runtimes. The findings in
this thesis can be used towards designing a more efficient polling infrastructure that avoids
these sources of overhead.
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Appendix A

Other User-level Threading Libraries

MAESTRO [158] provides lightweight threads and synchronization among them. It is de-
signed to be the target of a high-level language compiler or source-to-source translator, not
for user-level programming. MAESTRO is addressing performance in HPC frameworks
and separates the size of the hardware being used from the amount of parallelism available
in the application. Its runtime uses one thread per node to monitor dynamic application
and hardware state to provide flexible and dynamic scheduling. The monitor thread in-
teracts with the scheduler and the operating system and observes hardware counters to
determine the local performance. Based on the local and global observations, MAESTRO
communicates with runtime schedulers to recommend different configurations and change
the number of working threads. MAESTRO is not a user-level threading library, and is
only intended to support programming environments and compilers to create the amount
of parallelism and synchronization needed in a simple and efficient manner.

Dang et al. [55] present a Message Passing Interface (MPI) runtime design that uses
user-level threads to lower the overhead of MPI applications. They introduce a light weight
thread scheduler using a bit-vector that requires a single write for marking a thread as
runnable. Also, they exploit a hash table to support a constant time overhead algorithm
for MPI point-to-point communication. Locally, they use a scheduler that understands
synchronization objects, and the Network Interface Controller (NIC) can be accessed in
user space. Nonetheless, this work is mainly trying to optimize the communication among
user-level threads and lower the overhead.

Converse [105] is a thread subsystem that supports both threads and stackless threads (i.e.,
tasklets) and also supports interoperability among parallel programming languages. Con-
verse provides a customizable schedulers where programmers can implement their own
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schedulers for different part of an application. It also supports message passing to share
data using Message Passing Interface (MPI). Converse provides a complete framework for
implementing inter-operable multi-threaded programming languages rather than being a
independent threading runtime. For example, Charm++ [106] is implemented on top of
Converse to run tasklets and user-level threads. Converse is the motivation for Argobots,
but Argobots delivers more flexible and deterministic threading and tasking primitives by
allowing users to control every detail of Argobots.

HPX-5 [186] uses user-level threads that has unified access to a high-performance Par-
titioned Global Address Space (PGAS) for fine-grained execution of tasks. It supports
scalable distributed scientific applications using PGAS.

Castelló et al. [42] designed a set of benchmarks to evaluate lightweight thread ap-
proaches for high performance computing. They evaluate and compare MassiveThreads [143],
Qthreads [221], Argobots [171], and Go [79] and show that Argobots, Qthreads, and Mas-
siveThreads outperform other approaches (including OpenMP [54]).

C++ CSP2 bring CSP to C++ in both Linux and Windows using M:N mapping and co-
operative scheduling. User-level threads can communicate using channels and each thread
has a fixed-size stack. However, the programmer has to do the load balancing manually
through running processes (i.e., user-level threads) in parallel or in sequence over current
kernel thread or a new kernel thread. The process that starts other processes, pauses execu-
tion and waits for other processes to finish. This work is mainly focused on communication
among processes and does not provide scheduling or I/O support, and the parallelization
of tasks is limited.

Marcel [204] uses user-level thread to provide hierarchical scheduling on NUMA ma-
chines. Protothreads [67] is focused on tasklets (i.e., lightweight, stackless threads) and is
designed for memory constrained systems such as small embedded systems or wireless sen-
sor network nodes. It provides linear code execution for event-driven systems implemented
in C. Stackless python [182] also focuses on tasklets in the python language.

Cooperative fibres are also used in a small scale to parallelize the workload and improve
CPU utilization in the Naughty Dog game engine [87]. TiNy threads [59] is specialized
to map lightweight software threads to hardware-thread units in the Cyclops64 cellular
architecture. Nanos++ [43] provides user-level threads that are used to implement task
parallelism using synchronization based on data-dependencies in OmpSs (an extension to
the OpenMP programming model) [44]. The main goal of this framework is for research
of parallel programming environments. Quasar [208] is an attempt to bring green threads
to Java by using exceptions and bytecode rewriting to handle continuations.

Lithe [151] avoids resource over-subscription by providing nonvirtualized processing
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resources which are shared cooperatively by the application libraries. Lithe provides two
primitives, harts and contexts, to enable library runtime to perform parallel execution.
harts are threads that are allocated by Lithe and assigned to applications and prevent over-
subscription by having one hart per core. contexts are user-level threads that act as the
execution vessel for the computation running on the hart. Applications are responsible for
implementation of their own cooperative scheduler to schedule contexts on the harts under
their control. Lithe runtime keeps track of the hierarchy of schedulers. Each scheduler
can request more harts, or if not required, release the harts to the runtime. Application
libraries should be ported and linked against Lithe runtime to share harts and be able to
run their own contexts.

Seastar [170] is a C++ framework based on message passing and shared-nothing design.
The concurrency support in this framework comes from futures and promises. Seastar
moves the network stack fully into user-space to avoid context switches, interrupts and
threaded model that exists in the kernel-level network-stack.
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Appendix B

Results From The Intel Machine

The figures presented in this appendix are the results of the experiments in Chapter 4
executed on an Intel machine. Each figure corresponds to a figure in Chapter 4.
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Figure B.1: Scalability (32 cores, 1024 fibres, 32 locks) on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.5
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Figure B.2: Efficiency (N2 fibres, N/4 locks, 20µs loops) on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.6
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Figure B.3: Web Server (12,000 connections) on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.7
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Figure B.4: Web Server (16 cores) on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.8
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Figure B.5: Memcached - Core Scalability on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.10 (6,000
connections, write ratio 0.1)
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Figure B.6: Memcached - Connection Scalability on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.11 (16
cores, write ratio 0.1)
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Figure B.7: Memcached - Read/Write Scalability With Blocking Mutex on Intel, Corre-
sponds to Figure 4.12 (16 cores, 6,000 connections)
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Figure B.8: Memcached - Read/Write Scalability With Spin-block Mutex on Intel, Corre-
sponds to Figure 4.13 (16 cores, 6,000 connections)
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Figure B.9: Memcached - Runtime Variations on Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.14 (12,000
connections, write ratio 0.1)
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Figure B.10: Memcached - Facebook Read/Write Scalability With Blocking Mutex on
Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.15 (16 cores, 6,000 connections)
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Figure B.11: Memcached - Facebook Read/Write Scalability With Spin-block Mutex on
Intel, Corresponds to Figure 4.16 (16 cores, 6,000 connections)
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Figure B.12: Memcached - Facebook Pipeline Depth 1 With Blocking Mutex on Intel,
Corresponds to Figure 4.17 (16 cores, 6,000 connections)
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Figure B.13: Memcached - Facebook Pipeline Depth 1 With Spin-block Mutex on Intel,
Corresponds to Figure 4.18 (16 cores, 6,000 connections)
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